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IKTRODUCTION 
The rails (Subfamily Rallinae, A.O.U. Check-list, 1931) have a long 
history as members of our avian fauna. Some foims, now extinct, iiere 
present as early as the Eocene epoch, and at least tiro of oxir modem 
species, the Virginia rail, Rallus liMcola limicola Vieillot, and the 
king rail, Rallus elegana elepans Audubon, inhabited North America 
during the Pleistocene (A.C.U. Check-list, 1931)• 
At the present day, six species of rails occur on this continent* 
Four of them, including the clapper rail, Rallus longirostris, of our 
coastal salt marshes, the sora, Porzana Carolina (Linnaeus), the Vlrginlm 
rail and the king rail, are ingjortant as game birds. 
Although little known in raost sections of the country, rails are 
enthusiastically hunted by a limited mmiber of sportsmen in the states 
bordering the Atlantic Ocean and the CSulf of Mexico where the birds 
gather in lar.?^ numbers during migration. In the coastal marsiies and 
along tidal estuaries, rails are shot easily when flood tide forces them 
frcan cover. The sora and the Virginia rail suffer their greatest hunting 
losses in the Middle Atlantic states of Connecticut, Hew Jersey, Dela­
ware and Maryland, irtiile the king rail and the clapper rail are subjected 
to the heaviest hunting pressure on their wintering grounds in the 
coastal marshes of the South Atlantic and Gulf states (Stone, 1937J 
Dexmead, 1938; U. S. Fish and Wildlife Sez^ce, 19149). 
There seons to be very little known about the numerical status, 
either past or present, of the Virginia rail and the king rail. The 
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8ora, foimerly the most numerous of the rails, has declined maikedly in 
abundance siice the latter part of the nineteenth century when market 
hunters and irresponsible gunners slaughtered thousands of the birds 
each fall. Cooke (19llj) reported one instance in which on a 500-acre 
marsh in Virninia, hunters killed 3>0(X) soras in a single day. The 
sora already had decreased alaxmincly by 19lU when Cooke (19114) recom­
mended drastic curtailnvent of bag limits. At that time regulation of 
rail hunting was the prerogative of the individual states. Four years 
later, with the passage of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act with Canada, 
reiils and nearly all other migratory birds came within the protection of 
Federal law administered by the United States Bureau of Biological Siirvey, 
now the Fish and Vdldlife Service. The Mexican Migratory Bird Treaty 
Act, passed in 1937, gave further protection to birds idiich migrate into 
Mexico (Gebrielson, 19U3). 
In a sound management pregram for any game animal it is essential to 
determine the relative abundance of the species, the factors limiting 
its population and the sections of the breeding range supplying the 
greatest number of individuals to the hiuiter's bag. Such information, 
largely, has been lacking for the Virginia rail, the king rail and the 
sora. 
The present investigation had three major objectives; (1) to deter­
mine the species of rails in Clay County, lowaj (2) to deteimine their 
populations; and (3) to leam something of their local auid migratory 
movements by means of a trapping aixi banding pre gram. The study was 
conducted during the ^ring, suinmer and fall of 19^1 and 1952 on the 
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Demyts Pasture Public Shooting Qrouxid of the Iowa State Conservation 
Commisaion* This U02->acre tract of prairie in Clay County^ northirest 
Iowa, included a rroup of small, shallovr marshes which were deemed rather 
typical of rail habitat existing in the prairie region of the Upper 
Midwest. 
m this investigation, scientific nomenclature of flowering plants 
follows Femald (1950), irtiile other scientific botanical nomenclature, 
OS well as colloquial names, follow Hayden (19U3)* Avian nonenclature 
is that authorized by tJie American Umithologisto» Union (1931)» while 
mammalian nomenclature is that of Scott (1937)* 
h 
HKVUat OF LITERATDHE 
Although ths 8ora first ims doscrlbod as early as 17^8 by LLnnaeusi 
the Virginia rail in 1619 by Vieillot and the king rail in I83U by 
Audubon (A»O.U. Check-list, 1931)> a survey of the literature concerning 
these species revealed that oiir knowledge of their ecology and life 
histories is, as yet, very meager. Bent (1926) in his monumental volume. 
Life Histories of North American Marsh Birds, suranariaed the observations 
of earlier naturalists, includirif; those of Audubon (IBUO), Hatch (1892)> 
Bowles (1893), Brewster (1902), Cahn (1910), Burtch (1917), Saujiders 
(I9I8) and Townsend (1920) on various aspects of the life history of the 
Virginia rail? Audubon (I8ii0), Ooss (1891), Murchison (1895), Dawson 
(1903) and Wayne (1910) on the Iiabits of the king rail} and Haynard (1696), 
Brewster (1902), Sim (1911) and Forbush (19lU) on the life history of the 
sora. The first detailed account was that of Cooke (19lit) of the united 
Stcites Bureau of Biolocical Survey, regarding the distribution, migration, 
population status and econanic value of all the Horth American rails. 
Notable recent contributions have been those of Walkinshaw (1937$ 19U0) 
on the migration, nesting habits, weight, behavior and call notes of the 
Virginia rail and the sora in Jiichiganj Kousley (1937, 19U0) on the 
nesting habits and incubation period of the Virginia railj Billard 
(I9U7) on the ecology of the Virginia rail and the sora in Connecticut; 
and Shennan (19^2) on the behavior of the Virginia rail and the sora in 
Iowa. Apparently there have been no recent ecological or life histoiy 
studies of the king rail reported in the literature. 
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DBSCRIFTIONS OF THE SBECIES 
STstonatlc Position 
According to the American Ornithologista' Union Check-list of North 
Amezdcan Blrdst foxirth edltionj 1931} the complete classification of the 
Virginia rail, king rail and sora is as foHcwst 
Class Aves. Birds. 
Subclass Neomithes. Typical Birds. 
Superorder Neognathae. Non-Struthious Birds. 
Order Gruiformes. Cranes, Hails and Alllea. 
Suborder Qrues. Cranes, Rails and limpkina. 
Superfamily kalloidea. 
Family Rallidae. H^lls, Qallinules and Coots. 
Subfamily feallinao. Rails. 
Qenus Rallus 
Species ele'gans 
Subspecies elegans Audubon* King Rail. 
Qenua Rallus 
Species llmlcola 
Subspecies llmlcola VieiHot. Virginia Rail. 
Qenus Poraana 
Species Carolina (linnaeus). Sara. 
Only those vernacular names niven above for the three species are 
recognized officially by American ornithologists. 
Vernacular Names 
In the various geographic regions of North America, many different 
veznacular names are applied to these species. McAtee (1923^ p. i(C}> 
lt2, 1(3} lists them as foUotrst 
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Vlr^JxLa rail 
1^ general use.—Rail* 
In local use.—Bull {La.)j coot (S. C.)j didapper (Aric.)} fresh­
water marab-hen (Long Id., N. Y.)} fresh-water mud-hen (Long 
Id,, N. y., N. J.)J king ortolan (Md.)j little mud-hen (Long 
Id,, N. Y.)j little red rail (Va.)} lonG-billed rail (Uass.); 
marsWien (Md,)j mud-hen (N. I.)j rail-bird (N, J., Pa,)j r^ 
rail (N. J., Pa., Del.)j single rail (N. C.)j sweet-water rail 
(Calif.). 
King rail 
In general use.—^arsh-hen; king rail. 
In local use.—Bull rail (Wis.)j double rail (N. C.); fresh-water 
marsh-hen (IfiJ., S. C., Tex.)j fresh-water mud-hen (Iid,)j Indian 
pullet (S. C.)5 king ortolan (D. C.)j king sora (Va.)j meadow 
hen (Conn.)J raud-hen (lti.ch.. 111., Hebr.)| rale (rail, La,)j 
red-broasted rail (Mo.); rice-hen (Ind.)j water-hen (loifa). 
Sora 
In general use.—Rail. 
m local use.—Chicken bill, chick en-billed rail, (Mass.)j 
coot (N. C., S. C., Ga.)j English rail, little rail (Lonr 
Id., K. Y.)} meadow-chick, meadow-chicken (Conn.)j mud-hen 
(N. Y., HI.)? ortolan (D. C., Hd., La.)| rail-bird (N. Y., K. 
J., Pa.); rale musque (niusk rail), rice-field rail, rice rail 
La.); roi des cailles (king of quail) (Que.); sora, soree 
old form sorus, Va., tJ. G., inti^uced to sane extent else-
whore, as in N. Y., Tex., Uan., Wash., and Ccilif.; also as 
sora rail in Mass. and Conn.); wachtelkonig (quail king) (Mo.). 
General Characteristics 
Bails are somewhat chicken-like marsh birds with canpressed, naxrow 
bodies, rather loose plumage, long slender toes without webs or lobes 
and either long or short bills. In the Genus Rallus the bill is long 
and slender, and in the Genus Parzana it is ^ ort and stout (Coues, 
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1903). Unlike gallinaceous birds, mils lack a crop (Knoirlton, 1909)* 
During the postnuptial molt, nhich occurs in mid-summer, adults 
lose all of their remiges simultaneously and become flightless for a 
tine. From mld-sumtner to early wii'-tor, juveniles undergo a poatjuvenal 
molt involving all of their plumaj^ except the raralges and rectrices. 
Following this they are nearly adult in appearance. The sexes are alike 
in our rails, althou^ fomales tend to be smaller than males (Roberts, 
1932). 
Humages and Molts 
Virginia rail 
Adults. The adult Virginia rail is a reddish broim bird iriLth a long, 
duslcy red bill, reddish broim legs and feet and red eyes. Its sides, 
flanks and under tall-coverts are barred -with black and Trhite, its 
throat is white, and its cheeks cray. According to Roberts (1932) the 
adult bird undergoes a complete postnuptial molt in July and August and 
a partial prenuptial molt in the spring. 
Juveniles. The juvenile Virginia rail is darker than the adult. It 
has a black back streaked with brown, a black neclc and head, reddi^ 
brown •wing-coverts, black flanks indistinctly barred with white, a white 
throat and a white streak down the center of the breast and abdomen. 
This plumage is lost during August and September, and by October or 
November, juveniles are nearly Indistinguishable from adults (Bent, 1926). 
Downy yoTing. The newly hatched chidc is clothed in thick, black natal 
down. It has a white bill encircled near the middle by a broad, blade band. 
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King rail 
Adults. The adult king rail is tTdce the siae of the Virginia rail 
and has blratm rather than gray cheeks} otherwise the tiro species are 
almost identical in appearance (Roberts, 1932). There is a ccsi5)lete 
postnuptial molt in August and September (Bent, 1926). 
Juveniles. The juvenal plumare is like that of the Virginia rail. 
During Septeinber and October, the contour feathers are molted, and by 
November juveniles are nearly adult in appearance (Bent, 132.6), 
Downy young. like the young Virginia rail, -nhich it closely 
resembles, the king rail chick is covered with black natal doim and has 
a irtxite bill encircled near the middle by a black band. 
Sora 
Adults. The adult sora is an olive-brown bird id-th a short, yellow 
bill, green legs and feet and dark red eyes. It has a black face and 
throat, a gray neck and breast and an olive-brown back striped with 
•white. Its flaiiks are black, barred -with white, and its abdcanen and 
under tail-coverts are white. Betiveen January and March, the adult 
bird molts its old contour plumage in preparation for the breeding 
season; between July and September it undergoes a ccciplete postnuptial 
molt (Bent, 1926). 
Juveniles* The juvenile sora is similar in ajspearance to the adult, 
althoxigh it lacks the black f ace and throat and has a more buffy general 
coloration. From August to late winter, the contour plumane is replaced 
by new feathers. Many of the young birds appear to be nearly adult in 
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September^ Trtiile others ronaln In juirenal plomaf^e until March (Bent, 
1926). 
Downy young. The sora chick is clothed in black damn, but differs 
f jxan the Virginia rail chick and the king rail chick in having a red, 
berry-like protuberance at the base of the maxilla and a feir orange 
colored feathers at the base of the lovrer mandible. 
Measurements and Weights of Adults 
The king rail, the largest of the three species, is about the size 
of a bantam hen, Gallua doraesticus? the sora and the Virginia rail are 
similar in size to the bobwhite quail, Cclinus virgLnianus. However, 
both the sora and the Virginia rail are lighter in TToight than the 
quail. Measurements and weights of Minnesota specimens, as presented 
by Roberts (1932), indicate that the Vir^ia rail ranges in length frcm 
8,50 to 10.50 inches and in weirht from 2.00 to 2,25 ounces, "while the 
sora ranges in length from to 9.75 inches and in -neifiit from 2,13 
to ii.l? omices. The king rail, according to the same author, varies in 
length frcm 13,50 to 17,00 inches and in weight frcm 10,00 to 18,00 
oimces. 
Table 1 presents the irsights of apparently adult rails taken on 
Dewey's Pasture Public Shooting Ground, Clay County, Iowa in 1951 and 
1952, The weights of U3 adult Virginia rails ranged frran 67.6 grama 
(2.U ounces) to 116.2 ;-xma (li.l ounces) and averted 88.6 ^  1,7 grams, 
(about 3*1 ounces), with a standard deviation of 11,0 grams. Weights 
of 18 adult soras ranged frcm 66,9 grams (2,3 ounces) to 101.5 grams 
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(3*6 ounces) and averaged 81.1 2.7 grama (abo it 2*8 ounces), irith a 
standard deviation of 11.6 graras} and iielf^ts of six adult king rails 
varied from 28U.U (prams (10.0 ounces) to UOI.5 grams (lU.l ounces) and 
averaged 322.6 + 18,3 grams (about 11.3 ounces), with a standard 
deviation of UU.8 grams. 
Table 1. Wel^s, in grains, of Adult ^ rglnla Ralls, King Rails 
and Soras, Dewey's Pasture, Clay Coimty, Iowa, 19^1 
and 1952. 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
Number of birds lO 6 18 
Range in-weight 67.6—116.2 28U.lt—UOl.5 66.9—101.5 
Mean -wei[^ 88.6 322.6 81.1 
Standard error 1.7 18.3 2.7 
Standaxxl deviation 11.0 UU.8 11.6 
Egg Characteristics 
Eggs of the three species of rails are readily distinguishable on 
the bases of size, coloration and degree of glossiness. Those of the 
Virginia rail and the kinc rail, although nearly identical in color, 
differ in size, while eggs of the aora average vejry slightly smaller 
than those of the Virginia radLl, and are darker in color and more 
^ossy. 
n 
Virginia rail 
Virginia rail egcs vaiy in shape frcoi ovate to elongate ovate and 
have a smooth, somewhat glossy shell of a pale buff color sparingly and 
irregularly spotted "with various shades of brown. Often the spots are 
concentrated at the larger end of the egg. 
With the aid of dividers, measurements to the nearest millimeter were 
taken on 68 eggs from nine nests on Dewey's Pasture. The eggs varied 
from 28»0 to 3?«0 millimeters iii length and averaged 31«2 + 0.2 milli~ 
meters with a standard deviation of 1.8 millimeters. Their "width 
ranged from 20.0 to 25.0 millimeters, with a mean of 21.0 • 0.2 milli­
meters and a standard deviation of 1.3 millimeters. The longest egg 
measured 35#0 by 22,0 millimeters, and the shortest measured 28.0 by 
20,0 millimeters. The widest egg measured 32,0 by 25.0 millimeters, and 
three eggs of minimum width measured 29.0 by 20.0, 30.0 by 20.0 and 
32.0 by 20,0 millimeters, respectively. The dimensions of the 68 eggs 
were similar to those of 73 eGL"3 measured by Bent (1926), 96 eg,r« 
measured by Tialkinshaw (1937) in Michigan and 162 eggs measusred by 
Billard (19U7) in Connecticut as shown in Table 2, 
Sixty-nine eggs from nine nests on Dewey's Pasture ranged in weif^t 
frcan 6,1 to 10,0 grains, with a mean of 8,9 0,1 /^rams and a standard 
deviation of 0,8 grams, Walkinshaw (1937) found that 7ii egr'TS of the 
Virginia rail in nine nests in southern llichigan had a mean weight of 
9,19 grama, while lli eggs from the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, mostly 
from one nest, had a mean weight of 9,87 grams, Eighty-ei^t eggs from 
nests in both the Upper and Lower Peninsulas ranged in weight from 6,9 
to 11,3 grams. 
Table 2. Range in Egg Size of the Virginia Rail in Millimeters, Foiir Investigations. 
No. 
eggs 
Max. egg 
length & 
width 
Min. emg 
length & 
iiidth 
Max. egg 
nidth & 
length 
Min. egg 
ividth & 
length 
Average 
length & 
iridth 
Authority 
68 
162 
96 
73 
35.0x22.0 
35.ijx2U.3 
35.Qx2li.O 
28.0x20.0 
28.3x23.7 
29.0x22.5 
32.0x25.0 
30.2IX25.5 
3li.Qx25.0 
29.0x20,0 
30.0x20.0 
32.0x20.0 
31.9x22.0 
29.0x22.5 
31.2x21.0 
31.5x23.9 
32.3x23.5 
32.QX2U.5 
Present 
stuxiy 
Billard 
(19U7) 
Walkinshanr 
(1937) 
Bent 
(1926) 
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King rail 
Eggs of the king rail are ovate in shape -with a smooth, slightly 
glossy shell, pale buff in color, sparingly and irregularly spotted with 
various shades of brown. 
Twelve eggs frcm a single nest on Dewey's Pasture were measured and 
Tiei^d. They ranged in length from UO.O to U5.0 millimeters, and in 
•width frcE 27.0 to 33»0 millimeters. Their mean dimensions were U2.6 
0«U by 30,8 +0,6 millimeters. These corresponded closely to the mean 
dimensions, 1<1.0 by 3O.O millimeters, of $6 eggs measured by Bent (1926). 
In the present study, the standard deviation of the length of the eggs "was 
1.5 millimeters, and of their width 2.1 millimeters. 
The -weights of the 12 egrs ranged from 17.6 to 23.2 grams, vrith a 
mean of 21,9 +0,5 grams and a standard deviation of 1.7 grams. 
Sora 
Sora eges are ovate in shape and have a anooth, ^ ossy shell of a ii.ch 
buff color, irregularly spotted -with various shades of brown (Bent, 1926). 
Forty-nine eggs frcan nine nests on Dewey's Pasture were measured. 
Their length varied from 27.0 to 33#0 millimeters, with a mean of 29.9 
0,2 millimeters and a standard deviation of 1.3 millimeters. Their width 
ranged frcan 18.0 to 27.0 millimeters, with a mean of 21,2 +0,2 milUmeters 
and a standard deviation of 1.5 millimeters. The longest egj- measured 
33,0 by 22.0 millimeters, and the shortest 27.0 by 21.0 millimeters. The 
widest egg measured 30.0 by 27.0 millimeters, and the narrowest 28,0 by 
18,0 millimeters. The maximum, minimum and average dimensions were smaller 
than those recorded by Bent (1926), V/alkinshaw (19^0) in Michigan and 
Billard (19h7) in Connecticut (Table 3)* 
Table 3* Bange in Egg Size of the Sora in ItUlimeters, Four Studies. 
No. 
eggs 
Max. egg 
length & 
width 
Uin* egg 
lensth & 
vidth 
Uax. egg 
vidth & 
length 
Min. egg 
tridth & 
length 
Average 
length & 
ividth 
Authority 
U9 
117 
129 
96 
33.0x22.0 
3U.3X22.2 
36.0x25.0 
3U.5X23.5 
27.0x21.0 
28.7X22.U 
28.0x22.0 
30.0x27.0 
32.0x23.8 
31.Qx2ii.5 
28.0x18.0 
30.8x20.9 
29.0x20.0 
30.0x20.5 
29.9x21.2 
31.9x22.9 
31.5x22.8 
31.5x22.5 
Present 
stu4y 
Billaxd 
(19h7) 
WaHcinshaar 
(19U0) 
Bent 
(1926) 
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Wei#t8 of 5l sora eggs fran nine nests on Dewey's Pastiire, Jxme 12, 
1951 ranged from 6.5 to 8.U grains, "with a mean of 7.U • 0.1 grams and a 
standard deviation of 0.5 gram. Walkinshaw (19U0) found that weights of 
128 fresh eggs of the sora in 16 nests in Michigan ranged frota 6.5 to 
10*3 ^ams and averaged B.U grams. 
Distrdlmtion 
The range of the Virginia rail depicted on the aoccmpanying nap 
(Fig, 1) is based on data presented by Cooke (19lU), Bent (1926) and the 
American Ornithologists' tJnion (1931). The ranges of the king rail 
(Fig. 2) and the sora (Fig. 3) follow distributional maps prepared by the 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (19U9). 
Virginia rail 
The American Ornithologists' Union (1931, P* 97) described the 
geographic range of the Virginia rail as follows1 
Breeds froa southern British Columbia, Saskatchewan, southern 
Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick south to northern Lower 
California, Utah, Colorado, Kebraska, Missouri, southern 
Illinois, southern Ohio, Kentucky, lien Jersey, and eastern 
North Carolina? also in Toluca Valley, Mexico. Winters from 
Utah and Colorado (casually Montana) to southern Lower California, 
Ctotemala, and the lower Mississippi Valley states, and frctn 
Noiiih Carolina (casually Massachusetts) to Florida. Occurs 
casually north to Hudson Bay, Labrador, Novtf oundland, and 
Greenland} also in Bermuda and Cuba. Closely allied races 
occur in South America . 
In the Rocky Mountains of Colorado this species nests at aO-titudes 
as hi^ as 8,000 feet above sea level (Sclater, 1912). 
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Fig. 1 Range of the Virginia Rail. 
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King rail 
The range of the king rail was defined by the American Ornithologists' 
Union (1931j P» 95) as followsi 
Breeds from Nebraska, southern Minnesota, southwestern Ontario, 
New loric, and Massachusetts south to Florida, Lotiisiana, and 
Tracas, and west to Kansas. Winters mainly in the southern part 
of its breeding range fran New Jersey (occasionally Long Island) 
southward. Casual north to Manitoba aiid Maine. An allied race 
occurs in Cuba . 
Recently the U. S, Fish and Wildlife Service (19U9) found that this species 
'Winters also in eastern Meacico. 
Sora 
The following description of the range of the sora was given by the 
Ajnerican Omithologiots» Union (1931> p. 98) t 
Bweds from central British Columbia, southem Mackenzie, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, the lower St. Lawrence River, New 
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia south to northern Lower California, 
Utah, Colorado, Kansas, southern Illinois, northern Missouri, 
southern Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Winters from 
California, Arizona, Texas, and Florida tlirough the West 
Indies and Central America to Venezuela and Peru. Occasional 
in Labrador and Newfoundlandj accidental in Bennuda, Green­
land, England, Wales, and Scotland, 
In the Rocky Mountains of Colorado the sora nests at altitudes as hl^ 
as 10,000 feet above sea level (Sclater, 1912). 
Micration 
Each of the three species of rails, traveling chiefly by night, 
migrates long distances every spring and fall (lincoln, 1935). During 
their migrations, they are found sometimes in unusual places such as 
deserts and city yards far frf-sa their normal haunts (Forbush, 19lUj 
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Roberts, 1932). Since very few rails have been banded in North America, 
little is known of their migration routes. During 1951 and 1952, the 
•writer banded Virginia rails and 130 soras on Dewey's Pasture. As 
yet, none of these banded birds has been reported frcan any other locality. 
Virginia rail 
The Virginia rail has not so far to travel between its wintering and 
its nesting grounds as has the sora (Fig. 1). Tllfhile migrating, the birds 
fly at low altitude, singly rather than in flocks (Audubon, in Bent, 1926). 
Arparently the northward flight begins in March, for Cooke (19lU) reported 
that tho latest dates that the Vircinia rail is found in its winter home 
are April 3 in CJeorgia, April 5 in South Carolina, April 15 in Louisiana 
and April 19 in Mississippi. Generally tlie first migrants reach the 
noarthem states during the second or third week of April (Table it). Fall 
migrants begin to appear on the wintering grounds duidng the third week of 
September (Table 5). By the third -week of October most of the birds have 
left the northern states (Table 6). 
King rail 
Of the migration of the king rail little is known. The spring 
migration begins probably in March, since usually the earliest migrants 
arrive in the northern states during the third week of April (Table 7). 
Fran the limited data in Table 8 it seems that the majority of the birds 
leave the northern part of their range in late September or early 
October. 
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Table h» Spring Arrival Darbea of the Virginia Rail in Sixteen 
Localities* 
Locality 
Ik), 
years 
Earliest 
date 
Average 
date Authority 
Ralei^j K. C. 3 Apr. 7 Apr. 10 Cooke {191i») 
Colorado — Apr. 9 — ScJater (1912) 
Central Ind. 5 Apr. 17 Apr. 20 Cooke (19lU) 
Eastern Mass. 6 Apr. lU Apr. 25 Cooke (19llt) 
Connecticut 1 Apr. 20 — Billard (19U7) 
Brarichport, K. Y. 10 Apr. 7 Apr. 26 Cooke (19lU) 
Oberlin, Ohio 10 Apr. IS May 2 Cooke (19lli) 
Southwest Ont. 5 Apr. 23 Apr. 27 Cooke (19lU) 
Vicksbiirg, Mich. U Apr. 27 May Coc^ce (19lU) 
Battle Creek, Mich. 9 Apr, 18 — Walkinshair (1937) 
Chicago, 111. 10 Apr. 16 Apr. 28 Cooke (19lli) 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 5 Apr. 22 Apr, 2h Bailey (1905) 
Emnetsburc, loira 11 May 6 Weeks (193h) 
Southern Wis, 9 Apr, 19 Apr, 25 Cooke (19lU) 
Heron Lake, Minn. — Apr. 15 Apr. 27 Roberts (1932) 
Indian Head, Sask. 3 May 19 May 23 Cooke (19lU) 
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Table 5. Fall Arrival Dates of the Vircinia Rail on the Wintering 
Qrounds. 
Easiest 
locality Avi^hprlty 
Southern !£Lss. Sept. 1$ Cooke (19ll») 
South Carolina late Sept. Cooke (19lU) 
Florida Oct. 18 Howell (1932) 
Table 6. Fall Departure Dates of the Virginia Rail in Eleven 
Localities. 
Locality 
Nb. 
years 
Latest 
date 
Average 
date Authority 
Eastern Mass. k Nov. 9 Sept. 22 Cooke (191U) 
Hartford, Conn. 3 Oct. 9 Oct. 3 Codce (19lU) 
Renovo, Pa. 3 Oct. 2 Sept. 28 Codce (19lli) 
Ohio - ndd-Sept. Jones (1903) 
Vicksburfj, 2ach. k Nov. 17 Nov. 9 Cooke (1911<) 
Battle Credc, Idch. 9 Oct. 9 Walkinahaw (1937) 
Ottawa, Ont. k <^ct. 28 Oct. 6 Cooke (191U) 
Sioux City, Iowa 5 Oct. 11 Younsrworth (1932) 
Delavan, ?.is. 2 Oct. 16 Oct. 15 Cooke (191U) 
Heron Lake, Minn. 
-
Oct. 25 Oct. 12 Roberts (1932) 
Iforgaret, Man. 2 Sept. 21 Sept. 20 Cooke (19m) 
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Table ?• Spring Arrival Dates of the Klxig Rail In Elchteen Localities. 
Locality 
No. 
years 
Earliest 
date 
Average 
date Authority 
En^oria^ Kans. 
— Apr. Hi Cooke (19lli) 
Onaga^ Kans. 
— 
Apr. 23 Cooke (1911i) 
Fayette, Mo. 
— Apr. 2 Cooke (191h) 
Falls City, Nebr. — Apr. 33 Cooke (19m) 
MontauV:, K. T. — WBtr, 3 Cooke (191U) 
Peabody, Mass. — Mar. 13 Cooke (19lU) 
Erie, Pa. 
— 
Apr. 17 Codce (1911;) 
Sandy Lake, Pa. 
— 
Apr. 10 Todd (19U0) 
Oberlin, Ohio May k May 7 Codce (191U) 
Ifew Bren»n, Ohio 
— 
Apr. 19 — Cooke (1911i) 
Point Pelee, Ont. — Apr. 22 — Cooke (1911^) 
Petersburg, Mioh. 
— 
Apr. 20 Cooke (191U) 
Terre Haute, Ind. 2 Apr. 2U Apr, 2h Cooke (191'!) 
Rockford, ill. 
— Apr. 3 — Cooke (1911i) 
Chicago, HI. Hi Apr. 10 Apr. 21 Cooke (191ii) 
Keokuk, lovra Apr. 10 Apr. 22 Cooke (19110 
Grlnnell, Iowa — Apr. 5 -— Codce (191it) 
Southern Uinn. — Apr. 10 Apr. 21 Roberts (1932) 
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Table 8* Fall Departxire Dates of the King Rail in Eleven Localities* 
No. Latest Average 
Locality years date date Authority 
Bayport, N. Y. 
— 
Nov, 2 Codce (191U) 
Ithaca, N. y. — Nov, 29 Cooke (19m) 
Southern Minn. — Oct. 1 Sept. 22 Roberta (1932) 
Keokuk, loffa 3 Sept. 26 Sept. 20 Cooke (1911+) 
Dolavan, Wis. 
— 
Oct. 22 Cooke (19U0 
Chicago, 111. 6 Sept. 30 Sept. lU Cooke (192Ji) 
Canton, 111. 
— 
Oct. 27 Cooke (191U) 
Cedar Point, Ohio 
— 
Oct. 22 Cooke (19m) 
Lincoln, Nebr. 
— 
Sept. 22 Cooke (1911i) 
Lanrenoe, Kans. Nov. h — Cooke (191ii) 
Caddo, Okla. Nov. 1 Cooke (191U) 
The sora traverses greater distances between its wintering frounda 
and its nesting rrounds than do the other rails. It is evident from 
Figure 3 that individuals which Trinter in Peru must travel at least 
3,000 miles to reach the nearest nesting grounds. Many of them cross 
the Caribbean Sea, for they arc found ccanmonly in the Y/eat Indies during 
the period of mi; ration and in winter. According to Audubon as quoted by 
Bent (1926), they fly at low altitude in ccrapact flocks of frcan five to 
100 individuals. 
Spring migration begins early in March. Usually the first migrants 
reach the northern states during the last week of April or the first week 
of May (Table 9). Probably fall migration begins in August or even as 
early as July, since migrants have been reported in Mexico on August 11 
(Table 10). By the middle of October, most of the population has left the 
northern states (Table 11). 
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Table 9. Spring Arrival Dates of the Sora in Twenty Localities. 
Locality 
No. 
yvars 
Earliest 
date 
Average 
date Authority 
Raleigh, lu C. 5 Apr. 6 Apr, 19 Cooke (I91U) 
Bowling Green, Ky. 2 Apr. 5 Apr. 16 Cooke (ll?lh) 
Kansas City, Ho. 2 Apr. 17 Apr. 18 Cooke (I9II1) 
Onaga, Kans. 3 Apr. 29 Hay 5 Cooke (191U) 
Lockport, N. y. 8 Apr. 22 Apr, 30 Cooke (I91U) 
Erie, Pa, 3 Uar. 31 May U Cooke (I9IU) 
Oberlin, Ohio 11 Apr. 22 May 2 Cooko (19lit) 
VicksbvirE, Mich. 6 Apr, 11 Apr, 19 Cooke (19lJ^) 
Ann Az^or, Mich. 6 Apr, 13 Ifeiy 3 Cooke (192h) 
Ottawa, Ontario 6 Hay 8 May 11 Cooke (19li;) 
Chicago, 111. 11 Apr, 11 Apr, 19 Cooke (191ii) 
Keokuk, Iowa 6 Apr, 16 Apr, 21 Cooke (19lli) 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa $ Apr, 2$ Apr. 30 Bailey (1905) 
I^etsburg, Iowa 11 May 3 V/eeks (193li) 
Lacrosse, ViTis. 6 Apr. 20 May 3 Cooke (I9II4) 
Madison, Wis. 6 Apr, 19 May 2 Cooke (19lU) 
Heron Lake, Minn. 5 Apr, 25 May 5 Cooke (19lh) 
Minneapolis, Minn. 9 Apr, 25 May 1 Cooke (I9IU) 
IJorthem N. D. 5 May 3 May lU Cooke (191ii) 
Aweme, Mto. 8 Apr, 30 May lii Cooke (I9II1) 
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Table 10. Fall Arrival Dates of the Sora in Tirelve Localities on the 
Wintering Qrotinds. 
Locality 
No. 
years 
Earliest 
date 
Average 
date Authority 
Paohacof Chihtiahua — Aun. 11 Cooke (191U) 
La Barca, Jalisco — Aug. 17 Cooke (19lli) 
Nogrete, Michoacan 
— 
Sept. 10 Codce (19lli) 
Bezmuda 
— 
Aug, 2h Bent (1926) 
Canaveral, Fla. — Sept. 16 Cooke (,191k) 
St. Marks, Fla. 
— Aug, 29 Howell (1932) 
Pensacola, Fla. 
— Sept. 8 Howell (1932) 
Ways Station, Ga. — Aug. 25 Cooke (19lU) 
Diamond, La. — Sept. 1 — Cooke (19114) 
Bay St. Louis, Kiss. 3 Aug. 23 Sept. 8 Cooke (192h) 
Brownsville, Texas 
— 
Sept, 18 Cooke (I91U) 
Forb Verde, Ariz. Sept, 3 Cooke (I9IU) 
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Table U* Fall Departure Dates of the Sora from Thirteen Localities. 
Locality 
No. 
ysars 
Latest 
date 
AveT&i^  
date Authority 
Aireme, Uan. 6 Oct, 3 Sept. 6 Codce (IPIU) 
Oodbout, Que. 3 Sept. HI Aug. 19 Cooke (191h) 
Montrealj Que. h Oct. 7 Sept. 30 Cooke (19lU) 
Southern Maine 3 Oct. 26 Oct. 7 Cooke (19lU) 
Newport, R. I. $ Nov. 10 Oct. 10 Cooke (19lU) 
Erie, Pa. U Oct. 7$ Oct. 21 Cooke (19lU) 
Vlcksburg, Mich. 7 Nov. 17 Oct. 6 Cooke (191U) 
Calhoun Co., MLch. 6 Oct. 2 Walkinshaw (19U0) 
Chicago, 111. 6 Oct. 17 Oct. 11 Cooke (191it) 
Keokuk, Iowa 3 Nov. 19 Oct. 10 Cooke (191I») 
Sioux City, Iowa 5 Oct. 11 Yoimrirorth (1932) 
Southern Ulnn. Oct. 17 Sept. 30 Roberts (1932) 
Washington, D. C. 5 Nov. 9 Oct. 19 Cooke (1932) 
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THE RESEARCH AREA 
Ipcation 
Demy's Pasture Public Shooting Ground of the Iowa State Conser­
vation Coniraission was selected as a research area (Fig. U). This U02-
acre tract of gently luidulating prairie interspersed with many shallow 
marshes lay in Lake Tovmship, Clay County, lovia in the heart of a lake 
region (Fig. 5). The area, rouglily triangular in shape, was bounded on 
the southeast by the waters and bordering marshes of liud IEQCB, on the 
southirest b;; County Road H and on the north by privately owned farmland. 
Its drainage waters flowed toward the southwest through Mud Lake, Smith's 
SloTigh, Trumbull Lake, Hound Lake, Outlet Creek and the Little Sioux 
River into the Missouri River. 
Geology 
Three great continental ' laciers, the Nebraakan, the Kansan and 
the Wisconsin, sh^ed the contours of this regicm during the Pleistocene 
period and deposited laye]?s of r^Lacial till over the bedrock fozraation 
of Cretaceous sandstone (Macbride, 1901j Brown, 1936). Today there is 
little trace of the Nebraskan drift sheet, siire it lies deep beneath 
the deposits of the 2ater claciers. The Kansan glacier left a layer of 
sand, gravel and blue clay frcm 30 to 60 feet in depth. Over this, the 
more recent Wisconsin glacier deposited a mantle of gravel ani sand from 
a few inches to l50 feet in depth. 
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Soil 
Under the influences of climate, veoetation and drainage, the surface 
of the Wisconsin drift sheet differentiated into 15 soil types. Five of 
these were found on the research area. They included muck and peat in the 
basins of the marshes, LEmoure silty clay loam on the bottomlands, O'Neill 
loam and O'Neill fine sandy loam on the lower knolls, and, on the highest 
elevations in the northwestern comer of the area, CarrinGton loam 
(Stevenson and Brown, 1919). Carrington loam and Lamoure silty clay loam 
fomed the basis for profitable agriculture on privately owned fairoland 
north and west of Dewey's Pasture. 
Climate 
Like other mid-continental regions. Clay County has a rigorous 
climate with severe fluctuations in temperature and precipitation. 
Weebher data maintained over a period of 79 years at Spencer, 10 miles 
west of Dewey's Pasture, indicate that January with an average tempera­
ture of Hi.8 degrees Fahrenheit is the coldest month, and July with an 
average teraperature f 73.8 degrees Fahrenheit is the warmest. Fjxoa 
late April until the latter half of September, temperatures usually 
remain above freezing. It is during this period that rails nest and 
rear their young in Clay County. In 19^1 there were no frosts between 
April 26 aiod September 27. In the following year, a frost was recorded 
on only one day. May 29, between April 2h and September 23 (U.S. Tleather 
Bureau, 1951 and 1952). 
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In most years, precipitation is lightest in January, and heaviest 
during the growing season. It is especially heavy in May and. June, the 
two months during -which rail nesting is at a peak. The 79-year average 
precipitation at Spencer is 3*75 inches for May and 3*95 inches for June. 
Table 12 shows that frcm February' to Auijust, 1951* precipitation "was much 
greater than normal. Much snow fell during Febmary and March, and -when 
it melted in late March, severe floods resulted (U. S. Weather Bureau, 
1951) • At the beginning of the {;rowing season, the marshes were full of 
water and many vrere ovBrflowing. Though water levels receded aociCTrtiat 
during summer, unusually heavy rainfall kept all of the major ponds well 
filled. The following year was drier. The spilng run-off was not 
•xcessive, and rainfall was much lighter than in 1951. Consequently, a 
few of the shallower marshes were completely dry during August, September 
and October. 
Uarshes 
On Dewey's Pasture, there were 28 marshy ponds, none more than U 
feet in depth. They ramged in size from 0.2 acre to 18.0 acres and 
covered 96»U acres, or nearly one-fourth the total acreare of the tract. 
Their basins had flat, hard bottoms composed of clay, sand and gravel 
covered to a depth of 1 to 3 feet by a layer of soft muck (Provost, 19it7)» 
To facilitate discussion, the ponds are referred to here by number, and 
the four minor drainaf^ systems in which they lay are desifjiated by the 
letters: A, B, C and D (Fig. U). Lcrw, earthen dams across the outlets of 
Systems B and C prevented escape of water into ljud lake, whereas ponds of 
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Table 12. Precipitation Data for Spenccr, Iowa, 19^1 and 1952.* 
Inches of Deviation from 79 year average 
precipitation IncheB Percent 
Month 19^1 1952 1951 1952 1951 1952 
Jan. 0.51 1.66 -O.2I4 0.91 - 32 121 
Feb. 2.63 .U3 1.7U —0.1i6 195 - 52 
Mar. U.29 1.55 2.96 0.22 227 17 
Apr. 5.07 1.19 2.25 -1.63 79 - 58 
V&Y 5.17 2.73 1.1^2 -1.02 38 - 27 
June 6.62 U.2U 2.67 0.09 68 2 
July 6.77 3.90 3.37 0.50 99 HI 
Aug. 6.52 2.92 0.8U 81 23 
Sept. 3.59 .95 -0.05 -2.69 - 1 - 7U 
Oct. 1.7U ^b O.OU -1.70 2 -100 
Nov. 0.33 .52 -1.06 -0.87 - 76 - 63 
Dec. 0.71 .36 —O.llj. -0.U9 - 16 -58  
Totals U3.95 21.97 
*Data from U. S, ISeather Bureau (195lj 19$2). 
Wrace. 
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System A irere free to drain into Smith's Slough. The single pond of 
System D had no outlet. 
Vegetation 
Upland vegetation of the tract consisted almost entirely of grasses 
and forts iiith here and ftere a loir thicket of western buckbrush, 
Syngahoricarpos occidentalis. The dominant plants of the upland were 
Kentucky blue grass, Poa pratensis; uBstem i^eat crass, Asropyron 
.cjmit.h-ii J tall bluestcm ;^ass, Andropogon Gerardi; short bluestem grass, 
A. scoparius; and grama grasses, Bouteloua graciliB, B. hirsuta and B, 
curtipendula. 
In shallow irater around the ednes of the ponds were found the 
following emergent plantsi blue-joint grass, Calamagrostis canadensis} 
northern reed grass, Calama grostis inexpansa; prairie cordgrass, 
Spartina pectinata; wooly sedge, Carex lanuginosa; tussock sedge, C. 
strict a; fox sed^e, C, viilpinoidea? dar<:-green bulrush, Scirpus atrovirenfli 
and Dudley's rush, Juncus Dtidleyi. 
In "water of inteimedLate depth, were found other emergent speciesj 
river grass, Scolochloa festucaceaj water sedge, C, aquatilis var. altiorj 
lake sedge, C. lacustris? awned sedge, C» atherodes; C. rostrata var. 
utriculata; sweet flag, Acorus calamus j and water smartweed, Poly^num 
coccineum. 
In d0eper water v/ere found other emergentsj broad-leaved cat-tail, 
Tyidia latifoliaj narrow-leaved cat-tail, T. angustlfolia; large bur^reed, 
Sparganium eurycarpum; hard-stemmed bulrush, Scirpus acutus; i^e great 
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bulrush, S. heterochaetuai soft-stenHnod bulrush, S. validus; and gray 
river bulrush, S. fluviatilis. 
Floating on the surfaces of the ponds were found star duckweed, 
Leanna trisulcaj lesser duckweed, L. minor) ivy-leaved duckweed, Spirodela 
poJyrhiza} dotted V/olfia, WolCfia punctata; and purple-fringed riccia, 
Ricciocarpus natansj while beneath the surface vere found greater bladdejv 
worb, Utricularia vulcails) and coontail, Geratophyllum demersum and slender 
riccia, Riccia fluitans. For a conplcte description of the flora of Clay 
County and adjacent Palo Alto County, see Hayden (19U3). 
Influences of Uan 
The research area was not affected fpi^atly by man's activities. It 
was neither pastured nor tilled, and its only agricultural use was as a 
sotirce of Kentiicky blue srass seed. Harvest of the seed affected only 
the upland. Although in fomer years the upland occasionally had been 
burned, during the present study no fires occurred. The activities of 
the many sportsmen who visited the area during the duck season probably 
disturbed the rails but little, for there has been no open season on 
rails in Icwa for many years. 
r 
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TECHNIQUES AND METHODS OF STUDI 
fhB field research was conducted frcm April 5, 1951* until 
September 20, 19^1, and frcm Jixne 17* 19^2, until October 23* 1952. In 
addition, the research area was visited on April 20, 29 and 30, 1952, to 
determine the approximate arrival date of the first migrants, and on 
May 17, 16, 19, 25 and 31j 1952, to conduct a nesting study, Fran April 
26 to April 30, 1953, rail traps were operated to determine the arrival 
date of the first migrants in that year. 
There were three seasonal phases of the investigation! (1) the 
spring migration and prenesting period, (2) the nesting season and (3) 
the postnesting period and fall migration. 
Nearly every day throughout the spring migration and prenesting 
period, 1951, the marshes were traversed on foot. Records were kept of 
the nomber of hours spent on the marshes and the number of times rails 
of each species v/ere seen or flushed. A Labrador retriever helped to 
find the birds. 
Between May 22, 1951, and June 2k, 195l> as well as on several days 
in late May, 1952, and frcm June 17, 1952, to July 10, 1952, the marshes 
were traversed back and forth at 3-yard intervals in a systematic search 
for rail nests. In 1951, every marsh on Devfey's Pasture was covered in 
this wayj in 1952, 10 were covered. The location of each nest was marked 
with a numbered stake and plotted on a map of the area traced froan an 
aerial photograph. With few exceptions, nests were inspected at least 
once a week. Care was taken to avoid disturbing the cover around the nests. 
i 
i 
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Data recorded for "Uie nests included* (1) the date and hour of 
discovery, (2) the species, (3) the type and relative density of cover 
•within 1 yajrd of the nest, (It) the plant species supporting the nest, 
(5) the Tiater-depth at the nest, (6) the number and condition of the eggs, 
(7) the dimensions of the nest, (3) the nest material, (9) the ultimate 
fate of the nest and e^gs, and (10) the date that tho eggs hatched or 
that the nest was destroyed. 
Because it was virtually impossible to observe rails after the 
marsh vegetation had attained full height and density, it was necessary 
daring the postnesting period to study the movements, growth rates and 
behavior of the birds through a trapping and banding program. Traps 
sjjnilar to the type devised by Low (1935) for shorebirds and later used 
by Stewart (19^2) for clapper rails, were employed. Since Lc/w (1935) gave 
detailed instructions and diagrams for their construction, a more freneral 
description will suffice here. Four traps were built. Three of them •\vere 
similar in desi{;ji to those of Low (1935). These were shaped lilie a clover 
leaf with three rounded lobes and three funnel-like entrances (Fig. 6). 
They were 2 feet in heij^t and about 3 feet in diameter. Woven wire 
material vdth 1.5-inch mesh was used for two of them and hardware cloth 
with 0.5-inah mesh was used for the other. The fourth trap was based on 
Low's principle but was rectangular in shape "vvith a single funnel-like 
entrance (Fig. 7). Hardware cloth with 0.5-inch mesh was used in its 
construction. A senall, rectangular gathering cage of the type diagrammed 
by Low (1935) was attached to each of tiiree traps on a level with the 
floor. Upon entering the trap, rails soon found their way into the 
I 
Fig* 6. Clover Leaf Rail Trap ulth Fenoe and Oatherlng Cage. 
(l4ioto l7y LoTilse Hubbard)* 
L 
Uo 
Fig* 7* Bectangular Eail Trap Kith Oatherliig C«ge. (Hioto by 
Louise Hubbard). 
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gathering cage, and by means of an inclined ramp entered a small compaxi>-> 
ment from irfiich they were removed easily by the operator. 
Traps were placed in the marsh, usually in a series of three or 
four spaced about 20 to 2? feet apart and connected with one another by 
iroven nire fences 2 feet in heif^t. Occasionally, they were set out 
singly. "Wherever possible, the traps and fences were placed so that they 
extended fran the shoreline to an area of open irater near the center of the 
mairsh. While walking about in the marsh, the rails encountered the fences 
and were directed into the traps. Every few days, the traps were moved 
to a new location, the frequency depending upon their success at any 
given site. If the traps failed to capture any rails for a period of a 
day or two, they wero moved to a new location. 
Tfhen captured, the raj.ls vrere tal-en into the headquarters building 
on Dewey's Pasture to be weighed and banded. Each individual bird was 
placed in a small bag of known wei^^t and weighed to the nearest 0.1 
gram on a springless balance. The weight of the bag was checked each 
time, for it varied with different atmospheric conditions. After the 
bJLrd was weighed, its staf^ of growth was recordedj then, a serially 
numbered aluminm band, furnished by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife fjervice, 
was fastened around one leg, and the bird was released at the site of 
its capture. 
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ECOIDCa OF THE VIRQINIA RAIL 
Spring Migration aiid Preneoting Pericxi 
Arrival and behavior 
In 1^51* the first Virginia rails, as well as the first soras, 
appeared on Deirey's Pasture on April 30. At that time, the lakes and 
marshes were free of ice, and though still swollen from the spring 
floods, irere beginning to recede toward their normal spring levels. A 
wam rain borne on a south wind be (-an April 29 and continued throu^out 
that ni^t and into the morning of April 30. This was the kind of 
weather which, according to Sherman (1952, p. 137)> the Virginia rail and 
the sora seem to prefer for migration. She stated: 
It was frequently noted that the numbers of both species of 
rails were augnented on mornings following rainy or foggy 
nights. Similar observations, made by others, indicate 
that this sort of weather is preferred for migration. 
Although lake sedfze just had egun to send forth green shoots, cover was 
plentiful, for the dead culms and leaves of river bulrush, round-stenawd 
bulrushes, Scirpus acutus and S. heterochaetus, lake sedge and cat-tail had 
remained standing over winter. 
In 1952, spring began earlier than it had in 1951. When the research 
area was visited April 20, the marshes were free of ice, and had taken on 
a green color from the new shoots of lake sedf^e which were already about 
eight inches in length. However, no rails were seen. On April 29, ii^en 
the area was visited again, one Virginia rail was flushed, and the 
hS 
following day two were trapped. One bird weighed 69.1 grains, nearly the 
minlmtnn wsight recorded during the two years of study, and the other 
UBi^ed 82.3 grams, only a little los;: than the mean weight of h3 adult 
Virginia rails recorded during the tiro years. In 1953 the traps -mre 
operated from April 26 to April 30. One adult Virginia rail was found in 
a trap on April 30. The arrival dates in the three years were slightly 
earlier than the average arrival date. May 6, recorded by V^eeks (193U) 
over a period of 11 years at Erametsbiirg, 10 ndlos east of the research 
area. 
The miaber of rails seen per hour of obsenration was used as an 
index to the abundance of the birds (Fig. 8, 9 and Table 13). On that 
basis, it appeared that the raain wave of migration reached Dewey's 
Pasture during the first few days of May, 195l» sitice the highest rate 
of observation, 7.0 birds per hour, as well as the greatest number of 
birds, were noted on May 2, when li; were seen during two hours of obser­
vation. The observation rate then dropped sharply to 1.2 birds per hour 
on May 3 and thereafter contintujd at a low level Tintil May 15, when it 
rose to 2.2 birds per hoior. Since nesting was well under way at that 
time, it seesned questionable that the ircreased rate of observation 
resulted frcm the arrival of a new wave of migration. Dui*ing 83 hours 
of observation frcan Apidl 30 xmtil May 23, 1951, Virginia rails were 
seen 102 times. This was an average rate of observation of 1.2 birda 
per hour. 
Theire was no evidence that the Virginia rail returned to its native 
marsh to nest. None of the 57 birds, including U2 juveniles and l5 
adults, banded in 1951 was retrapped in the following year. 
Fig* 6. Nkmber of Virginia Rails and Soras Seen per Hotir of Obser-
vation, April 30 to May 23, 19^1, on Deney's Pasture and 
Adjacent Uarshes, Clay Coimty, Iowa, 
Fie* 9» Number of Virginia Eails^ King Rails and Soras Seen Daily, 
April 30 to Uay 23, 195l» on Demy's Pasture axid Adjacent 
Marshes, Clay County, Iowa. 
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Virginia Rails, King Rails and Soraa Observed on Dewey's Pasture and Adjacent llarshes. 
Clay County, Iowa, April 30 to liay 23, 1951. 
Virginia Rail King Rail Sora Total 
iter cent TJoV Per cent No. Per cent te). 
of daily per of daily per of daily per Kb. No. 
Ifo. total hr. No. total hr. No. total hr. rails hrs 
3 60.0 0.8 0 0.0 0.0 2 liO.O 0.5 5 U 
10 kl.S 3.3 2 9.5 0.7 9 U2.9 3.0 21 3 
lU 6 3 *6 7.0 0 0.0 0.0 8 36.U U.o 22 2 
6 Uo.o 1.2 0 0.0 0.0 9 60.0 1.8 15 5 
2 18.2 0.5 u 36.3 1.0 5 U5.5 1.3 11 U 
2 50.0 1.0 0 0.0 0.0 2 50.0 1.0 h 2 
1 10.0 0.2 0 0.0 0.0 9 90.0 1.8 10 5 
5 71.U 0.7 0 0.0 0.0 2 28.6 0.3 7 7 
a 2U.2 1.3 0 0.0 0.0 25 75.8 il.2 33 6 
7 36.8 0.9 0 0.0 0.0 12 63.2 1.5 19 8 
5 22.7 1.3 1 ii.5 0.3 16 72.7 ll.O 22 U 
11 U2.3 2.2 2 7.7 O.U 13 50.0 2.6 26 5 
11 52 .U 1.8 1 U.8 0.2 9 U2.9 1.5 21 6 
7 U6.7 1.8 0 0.0 0.0 8 53.3 2.0 25 U 
2 22.2 0.7 0 0.0 0.0 7 77.8 2.3 9 3 
h uu.u 1.0 1 11.1 0.3 h uu.u 1.0 9 U 
3 100.0 O.U 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 3 7 
1 33.3 0.3 0 0.0 0.0 2 66.7 0.5 3 U 
102 11 255 83 
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lb was uncertain irtiether or not the sexes arrived at the same time 
on their breeding grounds, for they iiere identical in external appearance. 
Audubon (in Bent, 1926) stated that the feaaaleo arrive a week or ten days 
later than the males. Nevertheless, one female, 78.9 craras in weight, 
with ovaries not yet in breedi. g condition, was caup^t by a dog on May 2, 
1951, juat two days after the first migrants were seen. 
For a week after the arrival of the first migrants, the rails were 
silent. Singly or in small groups, they were found in dense stands of 
dead emergent vegetation. Unlike the sora, the Virginia rail rarely 
appeared In the open at this time, but remained hidden in dense cover 
vmtil approached very closely by the observer. When flushed, the birda 
flew short distances, ustially less tloan 100 feet, bef re aettlinj^ a^ain 
into the vegetation. Because the birds seldcci were seen except when 
flushed, it was difficult to detemine ivhen pairing; began or whether or 
not they were paired on arrival. Of 102 observations between April 30 
and May 23, 1951, 6I4 were of single birds, l5 were of pairs, which may or 
may not have been mated, and twtj were of croups of four birds. No groups 
of three or of more than four birds were noted. Neither was there noted 
an increase in the number of observations of pairs as the season advanced. 
Virginia rails were seen in company with other species of rails only 
rarely during the prenesting period. They were flushed in company with 
soras only five times, and in coDipany with king rails only once. 
Courtdiip and mating 
The birds broke their silence May 7» 195l, when the kid-lck kid-ick 
kid-ick call, which Bent (1926) believed to be a courtship song, first 
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WM heard. On subsequent days, the call iras heard frequently, but court­
ship and mating never -were observed. The courtship perfomance has been 
described bj Audubon (in Bent, 1926, p. 293) as follows: 
The notes of the rail cane loudly on my ear, and on moving 
toward the spot whence they proceeded, I observed the bird 
exliibiting the full ardor of his passion, Koir with open 
wings raised over its body, it ran around its beloved, 
opening and flirting its tail with singular speed. Each time 
it passed before her, it would pause for a moment, raise it­
self to the full stretch of its body and legs, and bow to her 
with all the grace of a well bred suitor of otir own species. 
The female also bowed in recognition, and at last, as the male 
came nearer and nearer in his circuits, yielded to his wi^es, 
on idiich the pair flew off in the manner of house pigeons, 
sailing and balancing their bodies on open wings imtil out of 
si^t. 
Nesting Season 
Nesting habits 
The Virginia rail is a mcaioganouB species. It pairs probably in ths 
spring just before nesting befins and remains mated at least until the 
young are half-grown. Both sexes incubate the eggs and care for the 
yotxng birds (Bent, 1926). Nothinr: was found in the literatiire to indicate 
that this ^ecies ever produces more than one brood a season. 
In the present study, as in BiHard's (19^7) study of the Virginia 
rail in Connecticut, many unoccupied nests were found. Of 12h rail nests 
found on Dewey's Pasture, 1;6 (37.1 per cent) were unoccupied. Since the 
unoccupied nests contained neither eggs nor egg shells, it was impossible 
to assign them to either the Virginia rail or the sora with accuracy, 
although, judging frcm their size, all but two of the unoccupied nests 
belonged to one or the other of those two species. Two unoccupied nests 
$1 
•were foxmd which frran their aiae were judged to be king rail nests. 
Billard (19li7) believed that most of the unoccupied nests of the Virginia 
rail were practice or trial nests, although she recognized that in some 
cases they were the result of predation. In the present study, likewise, 
it seemed that the najority of the unoccupied nests never had been utilized. 
Rarely were the two parents found together at the nest wlien it waa 
visited during the incubation period. Indeed, usually neither parent was 
found there, although the eggs nearly always were warm. When incubation 
was far advanced, however, the parent often stayed on the nest until the 
observer had approached within a few feet of it. The bird then .jumped 
off the nest and either walked or flew away, or, more rarely, dived benea-tti 
the surface of the water. At hatching time both parents were seen at the 
nest. They showed their anxiety for the safety of their offsprir.g by 
walkinr; about within a few feet of the observer with wings arched above 
their backs, and utterinf grunts and an occasional harsJi keee. On one 
occasion, one of the parents fluttered about near the nest. 
Walkinshaw (1937) in llichican noted that during a rain stom the 
nesting Virginia rails added the leaves of marsh plants to their nests 
in order to keep the eggs above the rising waters. This behavior was 
noted in one instance during the present study, also. 
In one instance when two eggs in a clutch of nine were broken by 
hail, the parent birds apparently removed the shells from the nest, since 
the pieces of shell were found in the water two feet frcin the nest. The 
birds did not, however, return to incubate the remaining eggs. 
Shortly after the chicks emerged from the eggs, the empty egr 
shells and shell membranjes disappeared frcm the nests. Apparently the 
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parent birds ronoved them« althouj^ the shells were not found in the vioinf-
ity of the nest. Billard (19U7) also noted the disappearance of the egg 
shells and suggested that the parents remo"ved them and, perhaps, ate them. 
TShen a nest was visited after the young had hatched, the only evidence 
that the nest had been successful was the presence in the nest lining of 
a few tiny bits of shell 1 to 3 millimeters in diameter. 
Nesting territory 
No evidence was obtained that the Virginia rail defended a teiritory 
against meiabers of its own or of different avian species. Occasionally 
the least bittern, Ixobrychus exllis exilis, nested successfully within 
6 feet of the nest of a Virginia rail. Once, two pairs of Virginia rails 
nested successfully Tfithin 56 feet of one another, and on another 
occasion a pair of soras nested successfully within ?6 feet of an occupied 
nest of the Virginia rail. Billard (19U7) in Connecticut found an 
occupied nest of the Virj^inia rail as close as l5 feet to an occupied nest 
of the sora. She concluded that the two species seemed very tolerant of 
one another. On the other hand. Bent (1926, p. 295-296) related the 
following case irtiich seemed to indicate strife between nesting pairs of 
Virginia rails: 
. . . after the discovery of a Virginia rail's nest with 
nine eggs, the bird was seen three minutes later to return to 
the nest and, standing among the eggs, to deliberately spear 
them with her Icaig bill. The question has been raised whether 
this destructive bird may not have been a rival and not the 
ornier of the t^st. 
Nesting associates 
In addition to the Virginia rail, the king rail and the sora, the 
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foUoifing avian species nested in the marshes of Dewey's Pasturei pled-
blUed grebe, Podllymbus podlceps podlceps^ American bittern, Botaurue 
lentiglnoeas} eastern least bittern, Ixobrychus exilis exLlia; redhead, 
Athya americana; mddy duck, Oxyura jamaicensis rubida; Florida callinule, 
fVtiUnula chloropua oachixmana} Ameidcan coot, Fulica americana; black tern, 
ChUrtnnlas nigra surinamensisj prsdrie ciarsh wren, Telnatodytes palustrie 
illacuaj short-billed marsh wren, Gistothorus platensis stellariaj giant 
red-wing, Agelaius phoeniceus arctolegus; and yellow-headed blackbird, 
Xanthoceplialus xanthocephalus. 
Length of nesting season 
In 1951, the first nest was found May 22 (Table II4). Since it con­
tained a full conplement of ten eggs, the first egg was laid probably not 
later than May 13, if as Yfalkinshaw (1937) and Billard (19U7) coicluded 
and as the present study indicated, the Virginia rail laid an 6,^;; a day. 
The last egg under observation in 1951 hatched July 12. Therefore, the 
nesting season in that year extended for about 61 days. Billard (19^7) 
in Connecticut found that the nesting season extended from ilay 8 until 
July 9$ a period of 63 days. By countiixg back 18 days, the approxijnate 
incubation period, from the pealc period of hatching, Jime 16-25, it 
appealed that incubation beyan in the majority of nests about the first 
week of June, 1951, during the present study. By counting back an 
additional eight days, the length of tine required for the laying of a 
coauplete clutch of average sice, it was estimated that egg-laying began 
in the majority of nests during the last week of May and the first few 
days of June, 1951. 
Table lU. Stnnnary of ifesting Data for 'firents'-seven Virginia Rail Nests, Dewey's Pasture, Clay County, 
Icnva, 1951. 
mast Fond Date 
no. no. found 
Ho. Size Date of Date of 
eggs of first hatching Fate Cause 
T^n COB- egg® or of of 
found plete destruction nest failure 
clutch 
2 A-1 May 22 10 10 May 13 
3 A-h May 2li 1 8 Kay 2l| 
10 A-U May 2k 5 10 May 20 
11 A-6 May 9 9 May 18 
25 A-6 June 1 9 9 liay 2h 
17 A-8 May 28 5 10 May 2h 
21 A-8 June 2 9 9 May 25 
22 A-8 J\me 2 5 5 Itlay 29 
2U 0-5 June 2 9 9 May 25 
26 B-2 Jime U 5 5 May 31 
29 B-li June U h June 1 
30 June k 8 9 Ua.y 28 
31 B-3 June 5 8 8 Hay 29 
3h B-2 June 5 8 8 May 29 
37 B-5 June 6 U —— — 
38 B-5 June 6 9 9 May 29 
Ii2 B-5 June 6 2 9 June 5 
W B-2 June 5 7 7 May 30 |i5 B-2 June 5 9 9 May 28 ||6 B-2 June 5 9 9 May 28 
B-1 June 8 9 9 May 
B-1 June 8 k h June 5 
B-1 June 8 0 — 
56 C-2 June 21 8 8 June 111 
58 C-2 June 21 h 9 June 18 
60 A-2 Jur» 29 2 
62 A-I; July 12 0 — 
Ko. of Ifo. of inci>-
eggs eggs bation 
hatcl^ unsuccessful period 
in 
day«^ 
May 
June 
June 
June 
June 
June 
June 
June 
June 
June 
June 
Jime 
June 
June 
31 
19-23 
17-19^ 
11-13^  
15-16 
20 
18-19^  
13-lIf^ 
17-18^ 
17-19 
22-23 
23-^^ 
15-16 
7-lit? 
June 9-ldb 
June 19 
June 22 
July 12 
Destroyed Flood 0 10 
Successful 8 0 
Successful 7 3 
Successful 9 0 
Successful 9 0 
Destroyed Raccooaa 0 10 
Sticcessful 9 0 
Successful 5 0 
Successful 9 0 
Successful 5 0 
Successful it 0 
Successful 9 0 
Successful 8 0 
Successful 8 0 
Destroyed Small bird 0 2 
Successful 9 
Destroyed Small bird 0 9 
Successful 7 0 
Successful 9 0 
Successful 9 0 
Successful 9 0 
Successful 3 1 
Successful 
Successful i 0 
Destroyed Hail 0 9 
Destroyed Small bird — 2 
Successful - — 
U6 
22 
18 
Totals 
a Estimated 
b Hatching or destruction occurred soraetinie between the dates civen. 
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In 1952, the first nest was found May 17 (Table 15). Since it 
contained an incojnplete clutch of three agftSj the first eg?; nas laid 
probably on May 15. The last egg under observation in 1952 hatched on 
July 1, Therefore, the nesting season in that year extended for at least 
li6 days. 
Nest conatruction 
Virginia rail nests were shallow, basket-like stiMCtures btiilt of 
dead leaves or dead culms of the species of marsh plants available at 
the nest site. In most cases the nest material was cccqjosed of but one 
species of plant, never of more than three (Table 16), The material in 
27 (73*0 per cent) of 37 nests examined during the two years of study was 
lade sedge primarily. Four (10,8 per cent) of the 37 nests were biiilt of 
river bulnish alonej two ($,h per cent) of tussock sedge primarily, two 
(5.U per cent) of cat-tail alone, one (2.7 per cent) of bur-reed primarily, 
and one (2.7 per cent) of river grass primarily. 
The nests were suspended a few inches above the water surface from 
stalks of emeroent plants, or, less frequently, were built within clumps 
of grass or tussock sed?^ (Fig. 10), Nearly always the surrounding 
vegetation was bent down and loosely intertwined over the nest to fom 
an arch or canopy. Leading fron the water surface to the nest rim was 
a ramp about 2 inches in width and fron 1 to 1,5 feet in lenfTbh conposed 
of dead loaves or culms. Of 37 nests, 23 ( 62,2 per cent) were suspended 
from lake sedge, five (13.5 l>er cent) from round-stemmed bulrush, four 
(10,8 per cent) from river bulrush and two ($,h per cent) from cat-tail. 
Table iSm SuBBaaiy of Nesting Data for Ten Virginia Rail Kesta, Dewey's Pastxire, Clay County, Io«a, 
19^2. 
No. 
eggs Size of Date of Date of Fate No. of No. of 
liest Pond Date Tshen caE?)lete first hatching or of egcs 
no. no. found foixnd clutch egg^ destruction nest hatched unsuccessful 
65 A-h May 17 3 10 May 15 
77 A-h liay 25 5 7 May 21 — Successful —— 
78 A-3 May 25 7 — May 19 — 
79 A-1 June 17 7 7 jui^e 11 J\ine 27 Successful 7 — 
85 A-1 June 18 9 9 June 10 June 19-27° Successful — 
— 
88 C-2 June 19 8 8 Jime 12 June 30-July 1^ Successful - -
95 A-U June 23 0 — Successful 
96 A-U June 23 1 June 23 Successful 
99 C-2 June 25 2 — J\me 2$ Successful — 2 
112 C~2 June 25 1 — — Siiccescful — 
^Estimated 
^'Hatching occurred scanetinie between "Kie datea given. 
r 
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Table 16. Nest Material in Thirty-aeven Nests of Virginia Rails, Six 
Nests of King Rails and Thirty^-five Nests of Soras, Dewey's 
Pasture, Clay County, losa, 1951 and 1952, 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
Per per ?er 
Uaterial No. cent No. cent Wo. cent 
of of of of of of 
nests total nests total nests total 
l^e sedge 27 73.0 2 33.3 25 71.U 
aloaie 21 2 21 
Kdth 1 other species 3 0 3 
with 2 other species 2 0 1 
?rith 3 other si)ecies 1 0 0 
Tussock sedge 2 0 2 5.7 
alone 1 0 1 
•with 1 other species 1 0 1 
River bulrush h 10.8 2 33.3 3 8.8 
alone k 1 3 
with 1 other species 0 1 
Round-stemmed bxilrush 0 0 1 2.8 
alone 0 0 
with 1 other species 0 0 1 
Cat-tail 2 5.U 0 1 2,6 
alone 2 0 1 
Bur-reed 1 2.7 0 1 2.8 
alone 0 0 1 
with 1 other species 1 0 0 
Cordgrass 0 1 16.7 2 5.7 
alone 0 0 2 
with 1 other species 0 1 0 
Blue-joint grass 0 1 16.7 0 
alone 0 1 0 
River grass 1 2.7 0 0 
alone 0 0 0 
with 1 other species 1 0 0 
Totals 37 100.0 6 100.0 35 100.0 
I 
I 
I 
Fig* 10. Nest and Eggs of the Virginia Bail. The Nest Was 
Constructed of River Qraaa. (:^oto by Shexnan). 
r 
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iifaile two (5*U per cent) were built wi-ttiin clumps of cordgrass, and one 
(2.7 per cent) id.thin a clump of blue-joint grass (Table 17)• 
Table 17. Plant Species to Tfliich Were Anchored Nests of Virginia Rails, 
King Rails and Soras, Dewey's Pasture, Clay County, lovra, 
1951 and 1952. 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
Per Per Per 
Plant species No, cent No, cent No. cent 
nests of nests of nests of 
total total tcftal 
Lake sedge 23 62,2 1 16.7 23 65.7 
River bulrush U 10,8 2 33.3 U ll.U 
Round-stemmed bulrush 5 13.5 1 16.7 3 8.6 
Cat-tail 2 5.U 0 1 2.9 
Bur-reed 0 0 1 2.9 
Blue-joint grass 1 2.7 1 16,7 0 
Cordgrass 2 5.U 1 16.7 2 5.7 
Tussock sedge 0 0 1 2.9 
Totals 37 100.0 6 100,1 35 100.0 
Virginia rail nests irere nearly identical in size and appearance to 
Bora nests and were about half the diameter of king rail nests. Based on 
15 nests measured to the nearest 0,5 inch, tlie outside depth from the 
bottom of the nest to the rim, ranf-^d frcci U,0 to 8,0 inches uriLth a mean 
of 5,9 + 0,U inches and a standard deviation of 1.3 inches, vrtiile the 
inside depth, from the floor to the rim, ranged from 1.0 to 3*0 inches 
with a mean of 1.7 * 0.1 inches and a standard deviation of 0,5 inches 
(Table 18). The outside diameter ranced fran 5*0 to 10.0 inches with a 
mean of 6.7 * 0,3 inches and a standard deviation of 1.3 inches, while 
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Table 18. Measuremextbs In Inches of Fifteen Nests of Virginia Hails, 
Four Nests of King Rails and Twelve Nests of Soras, Dewey's 
Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 19^1. 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
Number of nests k 12 
outside depth 
li.0—8.0 Ranne 3.0—7.0 3.0—8.5 
Mean 5.9 5.3 6.5 
Standard error 0.1i 0.9 0.1» 
Standard deviation 1.3 1.7 1.5 
Inside depth 
1.0—2.5 Range 1.0—3.0 0.0—0.5 
Mean 1.7 o.U 1.7 
Standard error 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Standaird deviation 0.5 0.3 O.Ii 
outside diameter 
Range 5.0—10.0 9.0—13.0 5.0—lo.c 
Mean 6,7 11.5 6.5 
Standard error 0.3 0.9 o.U 
Stanxiard deviation 1.3 1.7 1.3 
Inside diameter 
Range 3.5—6.0 6.5—13.0 3.5~~6.0 
Uean U.5 8.U U.3 
Standard error 0.5 1.6 0.6 
Standard deviation 0.6 3.1 0.7 
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the inside diameter ranged from 3.5 to 6,0 inches with a mean cxf * 0,5 
inches and a standard deviation of 0,6 inch. 
Mest location 
The 37 occupied nests of the Virginia rail found during the two years 
of study •were distributed in six cover^ypes as foUovs: 2h (6U.9 per cent) 
in lake sedge, four (10.8 per cent) in round-stemmed bulrush, four (10.8 per 
cent) in river bulrush, three (8.1 per cent) in cat-tail, one (2,7 per cent) 
in river grass and one (2.7 per cent) in blue-joint grass (Table 19). The 
Table 19. Distributim of Nests of Virginia Rails, Kii^ Rails and 
Soras in Vegetational Types, Dewey's Pasture, Clay County, 
Iowa, 1951 and 1952. 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
Per Per Per 
Covei>-type No. cent No, cent No. cant 
nests of nests of nests of 
total total total 
Lake sedge 2U 614.9 k 66.7 25 71.U 
River bulrush h 10.8 2 33.3 h 11,U 
Rouiid-stemmed bulrush h 10.8 0 3 8,6 
Cat-tail 3 8.1 0 1 2,9 
Bur-wed 0 0 2 5,7 
Bills-joint grass 1 2,7 0 0 
River grass 1 2.7 0 0 
Totals 37 100.0 6 100.0 35 100.0 
cover-types were named for the dominant species in the stand, and, of 
course, usually included other plant species as well. For example, only 
five (20.8 per cent) of the 2li. nests found in the lake sedge cover-type 
were in pure stands of that siiecies. The remainder were in stands idiich 
included round-stemmed bulmsh, cat-tail, ilvor crass, river bulrush or 
occasicmally other species. The number of nests found in each type iias, 
in general, proportional to the acroare of that cover-type present on the 
research area. 
m evaluating nesting cover it is important to bear in mind that the 
Viri-inia rail uses difi'erent plant conniunities in the various parts of its 
breeding range. In rof-ard to the use of nesting cover by birds, Beecher 
(191^2, p. 53) stated: 
• . . the same species may be associated with entirely different 
plant-types in different localities. This leads to the obvious 
conclusion tlrnt it is not cattail or sedge per se to v/hich a 
breeding sr^ecies priiaarily responds, but rather"1Elie pliysical 
chai-acteristics which adapt such plants to the van.ed needs of 
different birds, i.e. their value as nesting substrate. 
Walkinshair (1937) in ?^ichican st/ited that alonf: the Great Lalces soft-stemmed 
bulrush, Scirpus validus, afforded wonderful habitat for Virginia rails, 
whereas, Billard (19li7, p. 19-20) in Goruiecticut found that, 
of the 2ii nests v/hich contained eggs, nine were built on 
hummocks, six were found among the cat-tails and coarse 
sedpes, six were built in reed canary grass, two in the 
course sedf^s, and one was located in cat-tails. 
Provost (19^7) on Dewey's Pasture during 19h2 and 19l;7 found a total of 
four Virginia rail nests, all in lake sedge cover. 
During the present study, the water-depth was measured to the nearest 
0.5 inch at 27 occupied nests in 1951, and at eight occupied nests in 
1952 (Tables 20, 21). In the former year, the water-depth ranged frcm 
6.0 to 18.0 inches with a mean of 12.1 + 0.6 inches and a standard 
deviation of 3-2 inches, while in the latter, it ranged frcan 11.5 to 22.0 
inches with a mean of li^.S + 1.2 inches and a staixiard deviation of 3*2 
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Table 20. Water-depth in Inches at Tiranty-seven Nests of Virginia Rails^ 
Six Nests of King Rails and Twenty-six Nssts of Soras, Dewey's 
Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 1951. 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
Number of nests 27 6 26 
Range 6.0—18.0 18»0 20»0 
Mean 12.1 10.6 12.8 
Standai^i error 0.6 2,2 0.7 
Standard deviation 3*2 3.U 
Table 21. Water<-depth in IDaches at El^t Nests of Virginia Rails and 
Six Nests of Soras, Dewey's Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 1952. 
Virginia rail Sojra. 
Number of nests 8 6 
Range 11.5—22.0 13.0—23.0 
Mean Hi.8 18.9 
Standard error 1.2 1.6 
Standard deviation 3*2 3»7 
Inches* Billard (19U7) reported that the mean depth of water at Virginia 
rail nests in Connecticut was 2.6 inches. Walkinshair (1937) found that 
in Michinan the Virginia rail nested over nater U to 6 inches in depth. 
Rate of egg-laying 
The average i^te of egft-laylng was about an egg a day, as shorni by 
the histories of four nests as follows: ei^t eggs in eight dsysf five 
eggs in six days, seven eggs in eight days, and four eggs in five days. 
Walkinshaw (1937) and Billard (19h7) likenlse concluded that the Virginia 
rail laid an egg a day. 
Size of clutch 
In 19$ls 23 coraplote clutches on Dewey's Pasture contained from 
four to 10 eggs and averaged 8.1 O.U "with a standard deviation of 1.8, 
and in the following year, the number of egps in five complete clutches 
ranged from seven to 10 with a mean of 8.2 • 0.6 and a standard deviation 
of 1.3. In Connecticut, Billard (19h7) found that the average nunber of 
eggs per clutch was 9.33, based on 15 complete clutches. Wallcinshaw (1937) 
found that the avera.r:© number of egrs per clutch was lO.UU for nine nests 
in the Upper Peninsula of Michij^an, and 8.06 for 13 nests in southern 
liichigan. 
IncT&ation 
As yet, the incubation period of the Virginia rail has not been 
fully established. Bent (1926) believed it to be at least 15 days, iriiile 
Walkinshaw (1937) and Wood (1937) concluded that it was 20 days, and 
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Moualey (19U0) and Billard (I9I47) found that it was 18 dajti. In the present 
study, the histories of four nests given below were known in sufficient 
detail to permit estimation of incubation periods. 
Nest 3. When found May 2h, 19^1, 8:30 a.m., the nest contained one 
cold egg} May 2^, 9i05 a.m., two cold enssj May 28, 9i30 a.m., four cold 
eggs; from June 1 to 16, eight wairo enr'SJ Jime 19, 5:37 p.m., five warm 
eggs, two of tliem pipped, and one chickj June 20, 10t2$ a.m., four warm 
eggs, one of them pipped, and one chickj June 21, 9thO a.m., three warm 
egj'S, one of them pipped; June 22, 2:10 p.m., two cold enns, none of them 
pipped; Ju-c 2$, 3sOO p.m., neither ecGS nor younc. The estimated length 
of incubation frcm June 1, the probable date that tho last eg?: was laid, 
until June 23, tho probable date that the last egf hatched, was 22 days. 
Nest 17. When fo^^nd May 28, 1951, llt2h a.m., the neat contained 
five warm eggs; June 1, 2tlO p.m., nine warm e^s; ircm June 9 to 16, ten 
•waim egc.s; June 19, 6J10 p.ra., 10 wana eggs, three of them pipped. On 
June 20, the nest was destroyed by raccoons, Procyon lotor lot or. The 
estimated period of incubation i'roni June 2, the probable date that tho last 
egg was laid, until June 20, the date that tho nest was destroyed, was 18 
days. 
Nest ZL. Wiien the nest was found June 2, 19^1, 10:^5 a.m., it 
contained nine cold ecgs; from June 9 to 16, nine waim eggs; June 19, 
6s00 p.m., one warm, pipped egg; and June 20, 10i50 a.m., neither eggs 
nor young. The estimated period of incubation was at least 18 days. 
Nest 30. When the nest was discovered, June U, 195l» 3»05 p»m,, it 
contained eight cold eggs; frcm June 13 to 20, nine waim eggs; June 22, 
12i0^ six iraxm eggs, three of them pipped^ and one chick; and June 23, 
9I35 a»ni»> one wanii pipped ogc and no younn. The estiinated period of 
incubation from June the probable date that the last ogc was laidj until 
June 23, the probable date that the last egg hatched, was 18 days. 
In some nests, incubation began the day before the last egg iias laid, 
and in others it began at the time the last egg iras laid. 
Hatching 
In 1951, hatching occurred from about June 6 until July 12, a period 
of 37 days as compared to a period of 23 days reported by Billard (19U7) 
in Connecticut. The eggs in the majority of the 20 nests for -which 
hatching data were available, hatched during the second and third weeks 
of June, those in six lussts (30.0 per cent) between June 16 and June 20, 
and those in eight nests(UO.O per cent) between J\me 21 and June 25 (Table 
22). In individual nests, hatching was con^Jleted within one to five days, 
usually two. The eggs were pipped froa 2l+ to U8 hours before they hatched. 
Fate of nests ajid eggs 
Of the 2? nests under observation in 195lf 21 (77.8 per cent) produced 
at least one chick. Of 190 eggs in the 27 nests, lUj. (75.7 per cent) 
hatched (Table 23). Billard (19U7) in Connecticut found that 16 (6U.0 per 
cent) of 25 nests under observation produced at least one chick, whereas 
95.7 per cent of 139 ecgs in l5 nests hatched. In the present investi­
gation, the destructive af:ents causing loss of eggs were, in order of 
their importance: small birds of unidentified species, raccoons, flood 
r 
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T)s4)le 22. Dates of Hatching of Twenty Nests of Virginia Rails, Fourteen 
Nests of Soras and Four Nests of King Bails, Demy's Pasture, 
Clay County, Iowa, 19$1. 
Virginia rail Sora* ~~ Kiw; rail 
Begun Ccmpleted 
Date No. Per No. Per Wo. Per No. Per 
cent cent cent cent 
of of of of 
total total total total 
June 1^5 2 llt.3 
June 6-10 2 10.0 10 71.U 1 8.3 
June 11-15 2 10.0 1 7.1 5 Ul.7 1 25.0 
June 16-20 6 30.0 k 33.3 2 50.0 
June 21-25 8 ItO.O 1 7.1 1 8.3 1 25.0 
June 26-30 1 8.3 
July 1-5 
July 11-15 2 10.0 
Totals 20 100.0 111 99.9 12 99.9 h 100.0 
^oras hatched over a x}erlod of a week or more, the other species in 
one or two days. 
Table 23. Causes of Ego Losses in Twenty-seven Nests of Virginia Rails, 
Six Nests of King Rails and Twenby'-six Nests of Soras, Dewey's 
Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 1951. 
Virginia rail King rail Sora 
No. per No. Per NO. Per 
Cause of loss of cent of cent of cent 
eggs of eggs of er^s of 
total total total 
Small birds 13 6.8 50 21.9 
Pcaccoon 10 5.3 16 7.0 
Uniderrfcifi eri, marmil, 0 13 21.7 10 h.h 
Flood 10 5.3 0 15 6.6 
flsdl 9 li.7 0 0 
Disappearance 2 1.1 1 1.7 0 
Desertion 0 6 10.0 7 3.1 
Infertility 2 1.1 1 1.7 h 1.8 
Unsuccessful eggs U6 2h.3 21 3^.1 102 Uli.8 
Successful eggs llih 75.7 39 65.0 126 55.3 
Total eggs 190 100.0 60 100.1 228 100.1 
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and hail. Of 190 eggs in 27 nests under observation In 195l» thirteen 
(6,8 per cent) in two nests were destroyed by small birds, 10 (5.3 per 
cent) in one nest were destroyed by raccoons, 10 (5.3 per cent) in one 
nest were destroyed by flood and nine (h»7 per cent) in one nest were 
broken bj hail. Only two (1,1 per cent) eggs, one in each of two nests, 
were infertile. Two (1,1 per cent) eggs, disappeared fran a clutch irtiich 
otherwise remained unharmed. There were no cases of desertion. 
Billard (19U7) reported that avian predators destroyed the egcs 
four (16.0 per cent) of 25 nests \mder observation in Connecticut. She 
believed that most of this destruction was caused by the yellow-billed 
cuckoo, Coccygus americanus ameilcanus. A],though in the present study the 
species of bird responsible for destruction of Virrcinia rail egr.s was not 
determined, it was believed that the pi-airie niarsh wren, the red-wing and 
the black tern were among the more likely suspects. Judging from the size 
of the punctures, the culprits were of rather small size, certainly smaller 
than a crow, Corvus brachyrhynchos. They neatly pecked away one end or one 
side of the eg£, removed and presumably ate the contents and left tlie empty 
shells stacked one in side tlie other in the nest. Allen (1939) stated that 
the marsh wren scmetimes punchos holes in the eggs of the Virginia rail, 
and Walkinshaw (1937) repoiiied that he had observed prairie marsh wrens 
attempting to puncture Virginia rail eggs. 
Egg parasitism 
Egg parasitism involving the Virginia rail as the host and the sora 
as the parasitic species was noted in one nest, on May 2U, 1951, when 
Hest 10 was discovered, it contained five warn eggs, on June 1, ten warn 
eggs of the Virginia rail and one iram egc of the sora, on June 13 ei^ 
waim eggs of the Virginia rail and one warm egg of the soraj the sora egg 
and two Virginia rail egrs Trere pipped. All of the efjjs -were in the nest 
when it was visited June 16. Wlien the nest was visited June 19 it con­
tained only an infertile egr: of the Virginia rail and a few tiny bits of 
egg ^ell such as generally were foxmd in successful nests. Apparently 
Idle sora egr and all but one of the Virginia rail eggs had hatched 
siujcesafully. Allen (1939) stated that the Virginia rail and the sora 
scEietiiaes lay eggs in each others nests and often successfully hatch the 
foreign egga. In the instance recorded above, however, nest destruction 
by flood was perhaps a contributing factor, since a rain storm on May 31» 
the day before the sora etc was discovered, ca\ised the flooding of several 
nests. 
The ^ xmisual. history of Nest perhaps indicated intraspeciflc egg 
parasitism. IfThen the nest was discovered June 195l> it contained nine 
warn eggs. On June 9, an adult Virginia rail was flushed froia the nest. 
Txi the nest was one downy, Virginia rail chick, a tiny piece of egg shell 
and nine warn, unpipped eggs. Since the nine eggs did not hatch imtil 
sosnetlme after June 20, it seemed probable that the egg from which the 
fl3pst chick hatched was laid much earlier than the others, perhaps by a 
different parent. 
Renastlng 
Since nothing was found in the literature to Indicate that the 
Virginia rail ever produces more tlian one brood a season, it seemed 
likely that the downy young trapped on several occasions as late as 
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Avigust represented late renestlng attempts rather than second broods. 
Horover, no direct evidence of renesting was obtained. Billard (19U7) 
also concluded that this species renested foUowring the destruction of 
earlier nests. 
nesting density 
In 19^1, 27 occupied nests, an average of a nest per 3.0 acres of 
cover, were found on 81.U acres of habitat on Dewey's Pasttire. All of 
the 28 marshes on the research area were examined for nearts in that 
year, and Virginia rail nests were found on 12 (U2.9 per cent) of then, 
(Fig, U., 12, 13). The hi^est nesting density, a nest per 1.1 acre, 
"ims found on Pond B-5 (T^lc 2U). In 1952, ten occupied nests of the 
Virginia rail, or a nest per 2.6 ac3?e5, "were discovered on 26.5 acres 
of cover in the 10 ponds setirched for nests (Fig. lit, 15). Ponds A-1, 
A-2, A-3, C~l, C-2, C-3, G-Jb, C-5, C-6 and D-1 were examined in that year. 
Tlie highest nesting density, a nest per 0.3 acres, was found on Pond I>-1, 
an isolated kettlehole marsh covered by a dense stand of broad-leaved cat­
tail (Table 25). This kettlehole contained but one rail nest. 
The liighest nesting density recorded on individual ponds on Dewey's 
Pasture in tlie two years of study was a nest per 0.3 acre. This was 
found on Pond D-1 as reported above. The hif^est nesting density found 
by Billard (19U7) in Connecticut was a nest per 0.7 acre, noted on 6 
acres of a 20-acre cat-tail isarsli. 
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Table 2U* Nesting Densities of Virginia Ralls, King Ralls and Soras on Ponds Examined in 1951, 
Desey^s Pastiire, Clay County, IORB. 
Virginia Rail King rail Sora rail Total rails All rails • 
Pond Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres Ho. Acres 
of per per per per per of per 
cover nest nest nest nest nest nests nest 
A-1 2.2 1 2.2 0 III ,11 • 1 2.2 2 1.1 0 2 1.1 
A-2 1.8 1 1.8 0 2 0.9 3 0.6 1 1.8 h 0^ 
A-3 1.0 0 0 » 2 0.5 2 0.5 0 •1, .• 2 5.0 
A-U 10.0 3 3.3 0 2 5.0 5 2.0 5 2.0 10 1.0 
A-5 Ii.3 0 0 1 h.3 1 U.3 1 U.3 2 2.2 
A-6 10.0 2 5.0 3 3.3 1 10.0 6 1.7 0 •i.« . 6 1.7 
A-7 2.5 0 0 1 2.5 1 2.5 0 1 2.5 
A-8 13.0 3 lt.3 1 13*0 2 6.5 6 2.2 0 • ... 6 2.2 
B-1 3.8 3 1.3 0 — 0 — 3 1.3 0 3 1.3 
B-2 6.0 5 1.2 0 k 1.5 9 0.7 3 2.0 12 0.5 
B-3 2.0 1 1.5 0 1 2.0 2 1.0 0 — 2 1.0 
B-U 2.8 2 l.ii 0 1 2.8 3 0.9 0 - 3 0.9 
B-5 3.3 3 1.1 0 2 1.7 5 0.7 0 — 5 0.7 
B-6 0.3 0 0 0 —— 0 • •• 0 0 
B-7 0.2 0 — 0 ..II 0 ...» 0 — 0 0 
B-8 0.6 0 — 0 1 0.6 1 0.6 0 1 0.6 
B-9 1.0 0 0 0 0 — .11 1 1 1.0 1 1.0 
B-10 0.3 0 — 0 1 0.3 1 0.3 0 • 1 0.3 
C~1 1.3 0 — 0 0 0 1 1.3 1 1.3 
C-2 U.7 2 2.U 1 U.7 0 3 1.6 1 U.7 U 1.2 
C-3 2.0 0 0 2 1.0 2 1.0 0 2 1.0 
C-li 1.3 0 1 1.3 1 1.3 2 0.7 0 2 0.7 
c-5 2.7 1 2.7 0 — 1 2.7 2 1.U 0 — 2 1.U 
C"^ 0.5 0 0 — 0 0 0 -— 0 
C-7 1.0 0 0 — 0 I. 0 0 —— 0 
C—6 0.5 0 —— 0 ___ 0 0 0 — 0 •>— 
C-9 2,0 0 — 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 
IVl 0.3 0 — 0 —- 0 0 ' 0 0 " 
Totals 8l.U 27 6 26 59 33 72 
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Table Hesting Densities of Vii^inia Rails and Soras on Ponds Examined in 19^2, Defwey's Pasture, 
Clay County, Iowa. 
Occupied nests Unoccupied nests 
Yirginia rail Sora Total All rails Qrand total 
Pond Acres No. Acres No, Acres Ko. Acres No, Acres !«}. Acres 
of per per per per per 
cover nest nest nest nest nest 
ir-l 2.2 2 1.1 0 2 1.1 3 0.7 5 0.1i 
A"5 1.8 0 0 0 0 0 
A-3 1.0 1 1.0 0 1 1.0 0 • n 1 1 1.0 
A-h 10,0 3 3.3 9 1.1 12 0.8 6 1.7 18 0.6 
C-1 1.3 0 0 0 2 0.7 2 0.7 
C-2 U.7 3 1.6 0 3 1.6 15 0.3 18 0.3 
C->3 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 
c-5 2.7 0 0 0 — 6 0.5 6 0.5 
C-6 0.5 0 0 0 — 1 0.5 1 0.5 
D-1 0.3 1 0.3 0 1 0.3 0 1 0.3 
Totals 26.5 10 9 19 33 52 
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Breeding pt^pulatlon 
If it ±8 assunied that each of the 27 nests found on Dewey's Pasture 
in 1951 represented a breeding pair of Virginia rails, and that all of 
the nests present on the area -were discovered, there Trere 5U breeding 
adults, one per 1.5 acres of cover, on the research area in that year. 
Althouf;h it -was, of course, probable that scoo first nests isent undis­
covered and that some of the nosts which -srero found represented renesting 
attempts, these errors probably tended to coripensate for one another. 
Nesting data gathered in 1952 were insufficient to serve as a basis for 
estimation of the population. 
Prodaction of young 
In the 21 successful nests on DerHey<s Pasture in 1951, 160 downy 
young hatched, an average of 7*6 chicks per successful neat and about 
two per acre of habitat. In 1952, data were insufficient for estlinatlon 
of the number of young produced. 
Postnestlng Season 
Develgpnent of the young birds 
The development of the young birds was studied in a trapping and 
banding prograjn* Three size-classes of Juvenile biixis wore recognized. 
They were as foUowst (1) downy young, or birds clothed in natal doim| 
(2) medium-sized juveniles, or birds past the domiy stags but not yet 
able to flyj and (3) large juveniles, or immature birds capable of 
flight. Of 57 Virginia rails of aH ages captured in 195l» six (10.5 
per cent) were downy young, 17 (29.8 per cent) ware medium-sized 
Juveniles, 19 (33.3 per cent) "werD largo juveniles, and 1$ (26.3 per cent) 
Here adults (Table 26). Of 86 Vircinia rails of all arps captured in 
1952, twenty-four (27.9 per cent) Tiere downy younr^, 17 (19.8 per cent) 
were mediuia-aized juveniles, 18 (20.9 per cent) trere lar^e juveniles and 
27 (31*^ per cent) were adults (Table 27). 
The young birds developed rapidly. Almost imnodiately after hatdiing, 
they •wore able to rrallc, swim and even dive. Vflien ti^ observer disturbed 
them at the nest, thoy quickly climbed over the nest rim into the water and 
swam anay or dived. 
In 1951, the majority (66.6 per cent) of the downy younc taken in 
traps Tiere captured during the last •week of June and the first ireek of 
Julyj the latest was trapped on August 23. In 1952, the peak rumber (10, 
or lil.7 per cent) of downy young were captured in the first week of Julyj 
the latest was trapped on July 30. 
In 1951, tlie first medLuia-sized juvenile •ma trapped July 11, about 
five fjeeks after the earliest recoixied date of hatching, and the latest 
on August 29. The hichest number (seven, or ltl.2 per cent) of birds of 
this size class "were taken during the last "week of July, about five weeks 
after the peak of the hatching period. In 1952, the first medium-sized 
juvenile was captured July 6, about a week earlier than in 1951. The 
majority were trapjjcd betv/een July 6 and August 9, 1952, and the latest 
on August 28. 
m 1951# t le first large juveniles appeared in the traps on Aiigust 1, 
about eight weeks after the earliest date of hatching. There was no 
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Td>3/i 26. Trapping Data on tha Virgixila Rail^ Dnny*8 Pastor*, Clay 
Data 
bonny 
young 
Soli fir 
cent 
of 
total 
Hew blrda trapped* 
IlBdluiiH Lar^ Acbiita 
sized 
Juveniles 
No. Per 
cent 
of 
total 
Juveniles 
No. Per Sol Per 
cent cent 
of of 
Horn 
new 
birds 
total total 
Downy 
young 
lio. i^r 
cent 
of 
total 
Apr. 27*4!ay 3 
May U-IO 
May 11^17 
May 18-2U 
May 25-31 
June 1-7 
June 8-lJt 
June 15-21 
June 22-28 
June 29-Ju3y 5 
July 6-12 
July 13-19 
July 20-26 
July 27-Aug. 2 
Aug. 3-9 
Aug. 10-16 
Aug, 17-23 
Aug. 2U-30 
Aug. 31-Sept. 6 
Sept, 7-13 
Sept. lU-20 
Sept, 21^27 
Sept, 28-Oct, U 
Oct, 5-11 
Oct, 12-lB 
Oct. 19-25 
2 33.3 0 0 0 2 0 
2 33.3 1 5.9 0 0 3 0 
0 1 5.9 0 0 1 1 
1 16.7 7 ia.2 0 2 13.3 10 0 
0 6 35,3 1 5.3 U 26.7 11 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 U 21.0 1 6.7 5 0 
1 16.7 0 U 21.0 2 13.3 7 0 
0 2 11.8 1 5.3 u 26.7 7 0 
0 0 2 10.5 2 13.3 U 0 
0 0 U 21.1 0 h 0 
0 0 3 15.8 0 3 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
50,0 
50.0 
Totals 6 100,0 17 100.1 19 100.0 2S 100.0 57 2 100.0 H 
* Birds not previously bandad. 
^ Retrapped banded birda that it is assumed had not been absent from the researd 

tn th0 VirginlA Rail, DB«e!3r*8 Pastor*, Clagr County, Iowa, 1951* 
Per 
cent 
of 
total 
Adults 
Pir 
oent 
of 
total 
TOT 
new 
birds 
Dowoqt 
young 
lio. t^r 
cent 
of 
total 
Medium-
sized 
iuvenilBB 
r~TCr 
oent 
of 
total 
Repeats^ 
Large 
juvenilis 
Adults 
Ho^i Kr No, Per 
oent 
of 
total 
TSSEil iffSa 
repeats total 
oent 
of 
total 
5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 ) 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 ) 0 1 1 5b .0 0 0 0 1 2 
3 2 13.3 10 0 2 20.0 0 0 2 12 
I 5.3 u 26.7 11 1 50.0 $ 50.0 1 lU.3 6 100.0 13 2U 
D 0 0 0 3 30.0 0 0 3 3 
21.0 1 6.7 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
It 21.0 2 13.3 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 
1 5.3 h 26.7 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 
2 10.5 2 13.3 U 0 0 3 U2.9 0 3 7 
k 21.1 0 h 0 0 1 lii.3 0 1 5 
3 15.8 0 3 0 0 2 28.6 0 2 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 100.0 15 100.0 57 2 lOO.O 10 100.0 7 100.1 6 100.0 25 82 
ssuned had not been absent from the researdh area since they usre last tripped there 
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Tiblt 27* Trapping Data on the Virginia RaLl^ Oevey^t Paetare^ Clay County 
new biyia trapped^ 
DovBgr Madium- Largs Adults Total Dovny Msdlun 
young siied Juveniles nsv young sized 
jttvenilss birds Juvenj 
Date Soil fSr No. Per Sol Per Noii fSr !ioT ?ir ilol ft 
cent cent cent oent cent oe 
of of of of of oJ 
total total total total total tc 
Apr. 27-May 3 0 0 0 2 7.U 2 0 0 
Miy U-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
May 11-17 0 0 0 1 3.7 1 0 0 
May 18-2U 0 0 0 1 3.7 1 0 0 
May 2$-31 
June 1-7 
June 8->3ii 
June 15*21 
June 22-28 3 12.5 0 0 0 3 
June 29-Ju3y $ ID U1.7 0 0 0 10 3 U2.9 
July 6-12 3 12.5 3 17.6 1 5.6 2 7.U 9 1 lii.3 
JuOy 13-35 6 25.0 2 11.8 0 U lU.8 12 0 
July 20-26 0 3 17.6 1 5.6 1 3.7 5 0 
July 27-Aug, 2 2 8.3 3 17.6 u 22.2 1 3.7 10 3 U2.9 
Aug. 3-9 0 u 23.5 2 11.1 3 11.1 9 1 § i 
Aug. 10-16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aug. 17-23 0 1 5.9 it 22.2 2 7.U 7 0 
Aug. 2U-30 0 1 5.9 3 16.7 0 U 3 i 
Aug. 31-5ept. 6 0 0 0 k lii.8 U 1 4 i 
Sept. 7-13 0 0 2 11.1 2 7.1i U 
Sept. U*-20 0 0 1 5.6 2 7.U 3 
Sept. 21-27 0 0 0 0 0 
Sept, 28-Oct. U 0 0 0 2 7.U 2 
Oct. 5-11 0 0 0 0 0 
Oct. 12-18 0 0 0 0 0 
Oct. 19-25 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 2U IDO.O 17 99.9 18 IDO.l 27 99.9 86 7 100.1 5 1/ 
* Birds not preriously bandsd, 
^ Retrapped banded birds that it is assuwd had not been absent from the research am 

llnla Rail, Dewey* s Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 1952. 
id* Repe lata^ 
Adults Total Downy Medium- b irge Adults Total Grand 
nev young sized juvenllBS repeats total 
birds Juveniles 
Ilo. Per tto. Per Wo. Per No, . Per Mo. Per 
cent cent cent cent oent 
of of of of of 
total total total total total 
2 7.U 2 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 3.7 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 3.7 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 
0 
0 3 
0 
0 
3 
0 10 3 U2.9 3 13 
2 7.U 9 1 IU.3 1 10 
U lh.8 12 0 0 12 
1 3.7 5 0 1 2.9 1 6 
1 3.7 ID 3 U2.9 2 5.9 1 10.0 6 16 
3 11.1 9 1 20.0 5 lli.7 0 6 15 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 7.U 7 0 10 29.U 1 10.0 11 18 
0 U 3 60.0 10 29 .U 6 60.0 19 23 
U Ui.8 U 1 20.0 U 11.8 0 5 9 
2 7.U U 0 1 10.0 1 5 
2 7.k 3 2 5.9 1 10.0 3 6 
0 0 0 
2 7.U 2 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
L 27 99.9 86 7 100.1 $ 100.0 3U 100.0 10 100.0 56 lii2 
id not been absent from the research area since they last vere trapped there 
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noticeable peak period for this size class. The weekly catch varied frcm 
one to four individuals from tho second treek of Auruat through Septenflber 
20, the final day of trappln^^. In 1952, the first large Juvenile was 
trapped July 12, about two weeks earlier than in 1951, and the latest was 
captured September 16, althou^ trapping continued imtil October 23, 
Again there was no noticeable peak period for large juvenilesj the 
weekly catch from the first week of August throuRh the second week of 
S^tember varied from zero to four birds* 
Mobility 
For several days after hatching, the brood seemed to stay in the 
vicinity of the nest. According to ivalkinshaw (1937) the young brood 
spends the nipht on the nest. As the season progressed, and the 5t)ung 
gpmr larger they traveled farther frm the nest site. Far example, six 
(66,7 per cent) of a total of nine records of recaptured downy chicks were 
frcm the orininal point of capture, and the remainder were frcm locali­
ties less than 200 yards distant j irtiile of a total of 15 records of 
recaptured medium-sized juveniles, 10 (66,7 per cent) were from the 
original point of capture, four (26.7 per cent) v/ere from localities 
between 100 and 200 yards distant and one (6.7 per cent) was frcm a point 
between 200 and 300 yards away from the original locality of capture 
(Table 28), 3y the time the young were fully fledged and capable of flight, 
they apparently irere no longer dependent on their parents. According to 
the trapping: records, large juveniles ranged rather widely. For 
example, nine (22.0 per cent) of the lil records of recaptured large 
8U 
Table 28. Local Moveanents of Virginia Rails, Dewey's Paattire, Clay County, 
Iowa, 1951 and 1952, as Shown by Recaptiires of Banded Birda. 
Domy young 
lisdiunv-sized 
juveniles 
Large 
juveniles Adults 
Distance between No. Par Ko. Per Ho, Per No, Per 
recapture site cent cent cent cent 
and original of of of of 
site of captiire total total total total 
0 yds. 6 66.7 10 66.7 9 22.0 7 h3.Q 
1-100 yds. 2 22.2 0 10 2U.U 3 18.8 
101-200 yds. 1 11.1 h 26.7 13 31.7 6 37.5 
201-300 yds. 0 1 6.7 ? 12.2 0 
301-ii00 yds. 0 0 1 2,h 0 
U01-500 yds. 0 0 3 7.3 0 
Totals 9 100.0 IS 100.1 la 100.0 16 100.1 
juveniloB were from the original site of capture, 10 (SSit.U per cent) were 
from points less than 100 yards distant, 13 (31.7 per cent) from points 
between 100 and 200 yards distant, five (12.2 per cent) from localities 
betvTeen 200 and 300 yards distant, one (2.i; per cent) frora a point betneen 
300 and liOO yards distant and three (7.3 per cent) from localities between 
UOO and $00 yards distant from the original site of capture. Thus, 
according to the trapping records, larco juveniles seemed to wander more 
Tddely than did even the adults, for of 16 records of recaptured adults, 
seven (li3.0 per cent) were frcrn the oricinal point of capture, three (18»8 
per cent) from localities less than 100 yards distant and six (37.5 per 
cent) from localities between 100 and 200 yards frcm tlie original site of 
captTire, No adalts were recaprtujred at localities farther than 200 yards 
from the place -where tliey first were captured. 
Molt 
During the postnuptial molt, the adult Virginia rail tenporarily loses 
the posmr of fli^^t nrfien it molts all of its primary and secondary fli^ 
feathers simultaneously. In 19^1, tliree such flightless, molting adults 
•were trapped, the first on July 27, the second on August 13 and the third 
on August 29. In 1952, two vfere trapced, one on July 15 and the other on 
July 30. The flightless bird trapped on the former date was in full 
plumage v/hen recaptured August 2ii, 
Sane of tlie juveniles began to molt their contour plumage as early 
as July. By September most of them were in nearly adult plumage. 
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Fall Migration 
Because of the extreme difficulty of observing Virginia rails in the 
dense vef^etation of autumn, records of the catch per trap-day rather than 
of the number of birds seen per hour of observation werG eraployed as an 
index to tlie abundance of tlie birds during the postnesting and fall 
migration periods. 
Figure 16 shows that in 19^1 the catch per trap-day averaged by voeks 
increased rapidly from the week of June 22 to 28, -when trapping was 
initiated, until it reached a peak during the -vieok of July 27 to August 2, 
It tlien declined abiniptly to a relatively low level -dierc it remained until 
the week of September 7 to 13. In the last -week of traippinp, Septoonber lU 
to 20, it af;ain increased to a point nearly as high as that attained in 
late July. The same figure shows that in 1952 tho catch per trap-day 
averaged by weeks increased from the week that trappin?:^ was initiated, 
June 22 to 26, until the ireek of July 13 to 19, declined somewhat in the 
folloT/ing week, then rose to tho highest pealc of the summer in the week 
of August 3 to 9 and remained liicJi throughout the month of August. A 
decline began in tlie first week of September and coritinued throuj^out the 
month. October 3 was the latest date that Virginia rails were captured, 
althouf^i tho traps were in operation until October 23. 
Although it Tjas difficult to interpret the data given above, it 
appeared that in 19^1 there ms porliaps an influx of south-bound migrants 
in the last week of trap, ing, Septenber 11; to 20. It appeared also that 
in 1902 an efflxix of birds from the research area began in the first week 
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Fig. 16. Average Catch of Virginia Bails per Trap Day by Weeks, 1951 and 1952, Dewey's 
Pasture, Clay County, Iowa. 
of Septonibsr ccmtizxued imtil about the second ireek of October^ by irhl(A 
tixae nearly all of the population had departed southtrard. 
Tiro juveniles banded in July, 195l»WBre retrapped in September of that 
ysar^ one on September U and the other oi September 20. Three juveniles 
banded in July, 19^2, were retrapped in the latter half of August, and 
another juvenile banded in July was retrapped on September lU. In addition, 
three adults banded in July, 1952, were retrapped In the latter half of 
August, and another banded August h was retrapped Septetnber 18 • Thus, it 
appeared that at least a part of the sumner pcqaulation remained on Dewey's 
Pasture xmtil mid-Sopteniber in both years# 
Behavior 
The adult Virginia z«il when pursued by a dog usually ran rather 
than flew, and when hard pressed, dived and then swam under water to the 
safety of a clump of vBgetation, At otlier times it swam under water fotr 
several yards, and then suddenly burst forth in full flight. 
Although large juveniles and adults wero nervous when handled, and 
struggled violently to free themselvea, the medium-sized juveniles often 
were rather tame and someti..es even took food from their captor's fingers. 
Virginia rails of any age Trere less aggaressive than the soras. Tifhen the 
adults or large juveniles of the two species were placed together in a 
box, the soras often attacked the Virginia rails. Sheiman (1952), lUcewise, 
noted that the Virginia rail was the less aggressive of the two species. 
Nevertheless, the Virginia rail and the sora seemed to associate together 
during the summer axid fall. Frequently they were found together In the trqa. 
I-
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Voio« 
The calls of the Vlrgliiia rail were of several kinds. The (diick froci 
a feir hours before it hatohod until it rsached the ago of three or four 
TOeks, gave a quavering pee-eep. Frequently beared in the spring was 
cut, cut, cut-ahj cut-ah call described by Brewster (1902) as the couirt-
ship song of the male. RLg-UJie srunts "were given by both sexes when the 
observer ax}proached a nest at hatching time. At that time also, one or the 
other, or peiiiaps both, of the parent birds gave an ear^piercing keee, 
£q>parently an alana note. Often heard during the omnner iras the loud 
keck'-keck-keck-keck note which v/eber (in Bent, 1926) attributed to the 
male, and the ki-dic-ki~dic ki-dic-ki-dic call which Walkinshaw (1937) 
believed to be a "scatter" call. 
Diseases 
Of lh2 Virginia rails of all ages captured and examined alive, only 
one, a large juvenile, seeined to be suffering fron disease. This bird 
had a stnall swelling at the base of the middle toe. Althou^ the swelling 
was waitt to the touch and apparently was feverish, the bird did not seem 
debilitated. It was alert and was able to walk without llza;dng. The 
parasites of the Virginia rail were not studied. 
Bredation 
The ccmnon species of predators in Dewey's Pasture were the followingt 
siarsh honk. Circus oyaneus hudaoniua, shorb-«ared owl, Asio flananeus 
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flaiaaeuai crmy Corvua brachyryiichoa brachyrynohogf raccoonj ndnk, Mugtela 
vlsonj northern plains akuiik, Ifephltia hudaonloa and northern plaina red 
fox, Viilpea regalia. 
In Hay and Jime, 1951# a fax den on Dewey's Pasture waa -visited aDjnost 
daily and the ronains of animals broup^it to the den by the parent f otxes were 
examined. Only one rail, an adult king rail, nas found at the den. 
On one occasion raccoons entered a rail trap and killed and ate aeveral 
Virginia rails. As stated in a foregoine section, raccoons alao were 
reaponsible for the destaruction of the eg; s in one nest. 
There nas obtained no evidonce that any of the other predatory animal a 
killed Virginia rails, although doubtless they did so. Probably the marsh 
hasdc ia one of the most serious predators on this species. Eirington and 
Breckenridge (1936) reported that in a collection of 557 prey individuals 
TShich they tocfe from the iiullets of young marsh hajdcs in the vicinity of 
Dewey's Pasture durinc a three-year period, there nere found eight individual 
Virginia rails. Three of these ware yoring birds. 
Accidents 
On !Jiay 12, 1951, an adult female Virginia rail vas found impaled on a 
baitoed iiire fence alone the road adjacent to Dewey's Pasture, It appeared 
that the bird had stiMck the fence while flying. This was the only acci­
dental death noted during the study. 
Food 
Because raila are protected by Federal and State law, none irere 
collected. Hence, the food habits of the Vir^Lnla rail received but 
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little sttxdy duilng the presont investigation. However, other workers 
have stated that the Virgiiiia rail eats largely andmal food. Martin, Zln 
azid IJelson (1951, p. 83) reported that. 
Animal foods predominate in the diet. Beetles, snails, spiders, 
true bugs, and diptera larvae are the items nrhich occur most 
frequently. Other animal foods commonly eaten aune various 
crustaceans, dragonfly and damselfly rcnoiphs, ants and other 
Btyaenoptera, grasshoppers and crickets, bryozoans, and small 
fish. 
On the basis of an examination of 116 stomachs, the same authors reported 
that 21 per cent of tlie winter food, 12 per cent of the sumnjer food and 32 
per cent of the fall food consisted of plant material. 
Several Virginia rail a captured by the v.-riter WBre kept in confinement 
for a week at the lovm State Fair in They avidly ate crayfish, 
Gaiabarus sp., after first removing the creatures' legs. This was the only 
kind of food offered them (Severson, 1951). On several occasions during 
the present study medium-sized juveniles were induced to pick up and eat 
frcm their captor's fingers either living or dead house flies, jjusca 
domestica, mosquitoes, Cvilicidae, and midges, Chircnaaidae. 
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bcolooar OF the kino rail 
Spxing l£Lgratlon and Prenestlng Season 
Arrival and behayior 
m 195lf the first king rails ajjpeared on Dewey's Pasture !Jay 2. 
Two birds were seen on that date as they tfalked side by Bids across the 
gravel road at the outlet of Drainage System A* During the following 
year, no king rails •were seen, Tliis species was much less ntmerous than 
the Virginia rail or the sora daring migration as well as during the 
nesting season in 1951* From April 30 until May 23 of that year, only 11 
king rails, or one per 7.S hours of observation, viere seen during 83 hours 
spent on the marshes (Fig, 8, 9 and Table 13). Nearly all of these birds 
were flushed either fron the edges of the pond inlets and outlets or from 
the upland, rather than fron tlie eraergent vegetation of the marshes. On 
May ii four king rails were flushed singly along the inlet of Drainage 
System A; on liay 12 one dead bird was found at a fox denj on May l6 one 
bird Tias flushed from the Kentucljy blue grass on the igaland 60 feet froa 
the nearest marsh; and on ^ y 21 one was flushed fz*csn a thicket of westezn 
buckbrush 100 feet frcm the nearest maristfi. 
Courtship and mating 
IJo description of the courtship and mating habits of the king rail was 
found in the literature. During the present study this phase of the king 
rail's life history was not observed. 
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Nesting Season 
Nesting habits 
Little has been published about the nesting habits of the king rail. 
It is known that this spoolesy like the Virginia rail and the sora, is 
mcnogamoxiSj and that both parents ijactibate the egcs and care for the 
young* Accoixiixig to Forbush (1925)# only one brood is raised a year, 
"When the nests were visited during the incubation jxjidod, the parent 
birds never were aeon, althouf^ tlie eggs always were wam, l^lien the eggs 
began to hatch, both parents appeared at the nest and showed great coricem 
for the safety of their young. Tliey wallced about jja the vicinity of the 
nest uttering loud calls, bupp bupp bupp, and an occasional harsh screech, 
siioilar to the alaira note of the Virc^inia rail, but louder. In one 
instance one of the parents fluttered about near the nest. 
Shortly after the chicks enierged frcm the egrs, the empty egg shells 
and shell membranes disappeared from the nests. Successful nests visited 
after the eggs had hatched contained only a few tiny bits of shell in the 
nest lining. 
Infertile eggs were deseirted in the nest Tuhen the viable eggs 
hatched. In two nests eggs containing well developed living embryos were 
deserted isiien they failed to hatch with the others. 
Nesting territory 
There was no evidence that nesting pairs of king rails were Intolerant 
of other species of birds or of other pairs of king rails nesting neaAy. 
911'9$ 
Audubon (In Bent* 1926, p* 260) reported that his friend Bachman once 
f o u n d ,  " . . .  a s  m a n y  a s  2 0  p a i r s  b r e e d i n g  w i t h i n  a  s p a c e  h a v i n g  a  
diameter of 30 yards." During the jjresent study, the minimm distance 
between occupied nests of the king rail was 352 feet, between an occupied 
king rail nest and an occupied Virginia rail nest 26U feet, and between an 
occupied kinn rail nest and an occupied aora nest 102 feet. The smallest 
marsh utilized by nesting kin^ rails on Dewey's Pasture was the nortliem 
tip of Pond A-6, an area of about an acre almost conipletely separated frcm 
the body of the pond. This isolated portican of the pond contained 
only one rail nest. 
Length of the nesting season 
The earliest nest found in 1951 contained a full canplement of 13 
egcs when it was discovered May 25 (Table 29)» If an egg -was laid each 
day, the first ecc was laid not later than May 13. Since the last egg 
under observation hatched Juno 23, the 1951 nesting season extended abou:t 
k2 days. No nests were discovered in 1952. 
Hest ccmstruction 
The nests of the king rail were platfom-Uke atzructures considerably 
larger and flatter than nests of the sora or the Virj^Lnia rail (Fig. 17). 
They were built of dead leaves and stalks of the species of plants avail­
able at the nest site, and either were suspended a few inches above the 
"water surface from stalks of emerr^ent plants, or -were built vrithin 
tuasodcs of grass. Each of the six nests exsndned in 1951 had a narrow 
Tablo 29. SuaEuary of Nesting Data focp Six King Rail Hests, Dewey's Pasture, Clay County, lovay 29$1. 
Nest 
no. 
Pond 
no. 
Date 
found 
No. 
of 
eggs 
when 
foxmd 
Size 
of 
can-
plete 
clutch 
Date 
of 
first 
egg® 
Date of 
hatching or 
destiniction 
Fate 
of 
nest 
Cause 
of 
failure 
No* of 
eggs 
hatches 
No. of 
eggs 
unsuc­
cessful 
Dacti-
bation 
period 
in 
days* 
33 A-6 May 26 11 33 May 16 Liay 26-
June 1" 
Destroyed jjaiaaal 0 33 
16 A-6 Uay 25 13 33 May 13 June 9-lli?^ Successful 11 3 20 at 
least 
19 A-8 May 28 5 8 2h June 16-19^ Successful 5 3 
23 C-Ji June 2 lU lU lla^ 21 June 23 Successful 11 2 
51 A-6 June 16 12 — June l6 Successful 12 — 21 at 
least 
59 0-2 June 21 0 — —- Destroyed ||ait«nA7 
or bird 
—• — 
Totals 39 21 
A Estimated 
^ Hatching or destruction occurred sometrne between the dates giTOn. 
! 
Fig. 17* Nestf Eggs and Jovaag o£ the King Bail. The Nest Was in 
a dusq) of CordgraBS. (Fboto by Jjbn Sbexnan). 
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raxap lAadiric frooi the vater surface to the neat xlm, aiid each also had an 
arch or canopy consisting of the loosely intertwined stems and leaves of 
the surrounding vegetation# 
The neat material consisted of but one or two species of plant, 
usually only one. Of the six nests, two were ccoiposod of lake sedge alone, 
one of cordgrass mixed with a few leaves of lake sed^e, one primarily of 
river bulrush with a few stalks of round-stemmed bulrush, one of river 
bulrush alone and one of blue-joint nrass alone (Table 16). Hone of the 
nests was lined with material finor than that used for the bulk of the 
structure. 
Of the six nests, two were suspended from stalks of river bulrush, 
a third fran lake sedge and a fourth from round-stemmed bulrush, while a 
fifth nest was built in a tussock of blue-joint (^ss, and the sixth in a 
clump of cordgrass (Table 17). 
The outside depth of four nest^ measured to the nearest 0.^ inch, from 
the bottom of the nest to the rim, ranged frcm 3«0 to 7*0 inches with a 
mean of 5.3 + 0.9 inches and a standard deviation of 1.7 inches, while the 
inside depth ranged frcm 0.0 to 0.^ inches with a mean of O.h 0.1 inches 
and a standard deviation of 0.3 inch (Table 18). The outside diameter 
of the nests ranged from 9.0 to 13.0 inches with a mean of 11.^ 0.9 
inches and a standajxl deviation of 1.7 inches, irtidLle the inside diameter 
ranged from 6.5 to 13.0 inches with a mean of 8Ji •1.6 inches and a 
standard deviation of 3.1 inches. 
Nest location 
Four (66,7 per cent) of the nests were in the lalce sedge cover-type 
irtiile two (33*3 per cent) were in pure stands of river bulrush (Table 19). 
of the four nests in lake sed^ cover^ oaie vas in a pure stand of lake 
sedge, one in a stand irhich contained a few tussocks of cordgrassj another 
in a stand which contained scattered clTinps of blue-joint grass and the 
foTirth in a stand which contained so. e rouiKi-stenined bxilrudi. Provost 
(19U7) stated that of three kine rail nests which he found on Dewey's 
Pasture in 19U7* two were built in laiie sedge and one in dense, heavily 
lodged hardstem bulrush. Beecher (19ii2) v/oricinc on a marsh bordering 
Piatakee Lake in northern Illinois stated that all four of the king rail 
nests which he found were in lake sedfje cofver. 
The water-depth measured to tho nearest 0.5 inch at six nests in 
1951 ranged frcm U.O to 18.0 inches with a mean of 10,6 • 2,2 inches and a 
standazd deviation of inches (Table 20). Provost il9hl) stated that 
the tharee Icin^ rail nests which he found on Dewey's Pasture in 19h7 were 
over water 11, 13 and 16 inches in depth, respectively. 
Egg-layiflg 
The rate of egg-laying was not deteim-ned for the king rail| nor was 
it discovered in the literature. It seemed likely, however, that this 
species, like the Virginia rail and the sora, laid eggs at the rate of one 
a day. Koiicky and Schmidt (19it9) found that the clapper raH, a species 
similar in general appearance, size and habits to the king rail, laid an 
egg a day. 
Clutch sige 
Bent (1926} stated that the king rail lays from siK to 15 eggs, most 
cdmaonly ei^ to 11, In the present study, the mmber of eggs in four 
lOL 
cooplete clutches ranged from el0}it to lU inth a mean of 12*0 l.U and a 
standard deviation of 2.7• 
Incubation 
The inciibatioii period of tlie Icing rail does not seem to be fuUy 
established (Bent, 1926), although Roberts (1932) stated that it is 21 
days* During the irrvestiGation, the histories of two nests were knoim 
in sufficient detail to pennit estlmati<Hi of the incubation period. They 
iitQore as follows i 
Nest 16. When found on May 25, 19^1 at 2i30 p.ra., this nest con­
tained a full clutch of 13 eggsj frcni May 28 to June 1, 13 iiam eggs; 
June 9, 13 warn eggs, six of them pippedj June 13, foiir warm egrs, one 
of them pipped, axxi one downy chidcj June lU, 1:30 pjn,, three cold ©gfis 
in an advanced stage of incubation. The three egcs WBre deserted apparexit-
ly when they failed to hatch with the others, Tlie incubation period was at 
least 20 days, from liay 25, the day the neat and complete clutch were fotaid, 
until June lU, the probable date that the last egg hatched. 
Nest 23. When this nest was found June 2, 1951 at ln50 p.m., it 
contained a full clutch of Ih warn ecgsj on June It, 9:37 a.m., 13 ynxm 
eggsj from June 8 until June 21, 13 wana eggsj June 22, UilU p.n., two waim 
eggs, one of them pipped, and six chicksj and on June 23, 9th^ a.m., one 
cold, infertile egg and no young. The estijnated incubation period was at 
least 21 days, froa June 2, the date that the nest and Cffloplete clutch 
were found, until June 23, the probable date that the last egg 
hatched. 
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Hatching 
la the four succeaaful nests observed in 195l» hatching occurred 
during the 1^-day period betwsen Juns 9 and June 23 (Table 22) • The eggs 
in individual nests hatched within a 2lt- to l;8-hour period. They were 
pipped from 2U to U8 hours before they hatched* 
Fate of nests and egga 
Of the six nests found in 19^L, four (66.7 per cent) irere succesafulj 
and of the 60 eggs contained in the six nests 39 (65.0 per cent) hatclied. 
Thirteen eggs (21.7 per cent) in one nost irere destroyed by an unidenti­
fied manmal, probably either a raccoon or a mink, six eggs (10.0 per cent), 
thz^e in each of tiro nests, Trere deserted in a late stage of incubation, 
one egg (1.7 per cent) was infertile and one egg disappeared frcm a clutch 
that othenrise remained unhazned (Table 23). 
Egg paraaitiam 
Egg parasitiam was not observed during the investigationj nor, so 
far as the writer has been able to detennine, has it been reported in the 
literature. 
Reoefffcing 
No evidence of renesting was found. Apparently all of the nesrts 
discovered on Dewey's Pasture represented first nesting attends, since 
the four successful nests hatched within a 15-day period, the latest 
during the third week of June. 
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Neettlng denaltj 
In 1951, only six occupied nests of the king rail, or one per 13.6 
acres, iiero found on 61.U acres of nesting cover (Table 2k and Fig. 11, 13)• 
In the following year no nests of the king rail irere discovered and no king 
rails irero seen. The highest nesting density on Dewey's Pastiire luas a nest 
per 1.3 acres found on Pond C-U. Beecher (19U2) found four nests, or one 
per 1.7 acres, on 6.8 acres of lake sedge marsh in northern Illinois. 
Breeding populaticai 
If it is asoumed that all of the nests on Dewey's Pasture in 1901 were 
discovered and that no renesting occurred, the estimated number of breeding 
adults in that year was 12, or twice the number of nests. This was much 
loirer than the breeding population of the Virginia rail, adult birds, 
or of the sora, 52 adult birds. 
Production of young 
The four successful nests produced a total of 39 doimy young. This 
was an average of 9*8 chicks per successful nest, and a population density 
of one chick per 2.1 acres of cover. 
Postnesting Season 
Dcvelopaent of the young 
The young king rail, like the young Virginia rail and the young sora, 
was able to walk and sajUa shortly after it had hatched* The brood, under 
loU 
the oars of both parents^ left the neat aihnost inmedlately after hatching^ 
and once they had left the -vicinity of the nest were never observed. Th® 
devBlopRient rate of the yoiing king rails iras not determined, since no young 
birds Tifere trapped. 
Mobility 
Since no young birds and only four adults nesre trapped^ and only one 
of Idle adults iras recaptiiredf nothing ims leazned of the local jsoveraents of 
tlie birds. 
MOlt 
OOB adult king rail in the process of molting its contour feathers 
was captured September 2. Althou^ the adult king rail is knosn to molt 
all of its primary and secraidary •wing feathers simultaneously during the 
postnuptial molt, xw birds in the fll^tless condition were observed. 
Fall Migration 
Little evidence of the fall migration iras seen. Since only four 
king rails nere trapped, it was difficult to estimate the fall departure 
date. The latest individual, apparently an adult, iras trapped September 2, 
15^1. 
Behavior 
As has been stated in a foregoing section, king rails nere seen most 
often alixig the short, interadttent iratenrays vfaich ccsmected the ponds on 
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Denreytg Pasture, an^ on occasloii,-irere flushed froa the upland. When 
flushed, they flew powerfully for distances of several hundred feet before 
settling again into the cover. One bird fleir a distance of a quarternnile. 
Another adult bird, when pursued by a dog, ran swiftly down a road for a 
distance of 100 yards or more. The few adult king rails trapped during 
the investigation struggled violently when handled. They clawed and bit 
their captor's hands, wildly flapped their wings, and uttered a piercing 
alazm note. 
Voice 
The voice of the king rail seldom -was heard, a fact which furnished 
additional evidence that the species vas uncammon on the research area, 
for Goss (in Bent, 1926, p. 263) stated in regard to the king rail. 
Its call note, 'Creek, creek, creek, creek,» and of flight, 
'Garic, cai^c, caric,' can al/ten be heard both nif^t and day, and 
at times during the early breeding season they are almost as 
noisy as the guinea hens. 
The downy younr, uttered a alirill pee^eep sinilar to that of the young 
Virginia rail, vdiile the adults with a young brood gave a loud bupp bupp 
bupp, and occasionally a harsh screech. It was not deteisdned whether 
one or both parents gave the latter call. 
Diseases 
There was no evidence of disease among the king rails on Dewey* s 
Pasture. All four of the adult birds trapped during the study, and all 
of the young birds seen at the nests appeared to be in good health. 
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Tb« parasites of the king rail irore not studied. 
Predation 
During May and June^ 195l> a fox den on Dewey's Pasture was visited 
almost daily and the remains of animals brou(^t to the den by the parent 
foxes 'nere examined. The only rail seen at the den was an adult king rail 
fotmd on May 12. This bird had not been present at the den on the prece­
ding day. Since it obviously had been dead for several days, the bird may 
have been broucht to the den as carrion. It had not been mutilated by the 
foxes. The only mazk on the bocfy iras a fltnall puncture at the base of the 
skull. 
No other evidence of pz^dation on young or adults was found during 
the present study. Errington and Breckenridge (1936) found one king rail 
among 557 prey individuals taken f rem the gullets of young marsh hawks on 
Dewey's Pasture and ad^Jacent marshes during a three-year period. 
Food 
Althou^ in the present study there was little opportunity to investi­
gate the food habits of the king rail, this species is known to be largely 
carnivorous. Martin, zim and Nelson (195l» p» 82) stated that. 
Insects, mostly beetles, grasshoppers, aquatic bugs, and 
dragonfly nymphs, are the principal food of the king rail. 
Spiders, snails, crayfish, amphibians, and small fish are 
also eaten. 
A stomach taken f rcci an adult male which had been killed accidentally May U, 
1951« at the edge of an intermittent stream on Denney's Pasture, was full 
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of orayflah contained no other food lta&« An adult held in captivity 
for about a mek at the lona State Fair in 1951 ate large quantities of 
crayfish, the only kind of food irtiich it was offered (Severson, 1951). 
w 
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ECOLOOr OF THE SORA 
Spring lUgration and Frenesting Period 
Arrival and behavior 
m 1951* the eora arrived In two waves of migration, the first from 
April 30 until £^out Uay 5, and the seoond about Ifay 10* The first soras, 
as well as the first Virginia rails, were seen on Dewey's Pasture April 30. 
This was a few days earlier than the average arrival date, Kay 3, rocorded 
by Weeks (193U) over a period of 11 years at Emtaetsburg, 10 miles east of 
the research area. The peak of the first wave of migration reached Deifoy's 
Pasture during the first few days of May at the same time that the peak of 
the Virginia rail migration arrived (Fig. 8, 9 and Table 13). The hi^est 
rate of observation reco3rded during the first wave of migration, four birds 
per hour, was noted May 2, iriien eight soras were seen during two hours of 
observation. Hie rate of observation then gradually declined. The loirest 
rate, 0.3 bird per hour, was recorded May 8, when two soras were seen 
during seven hours of observation. Rain borne on a cool northwest wind 
began falling in the afternoon of May 9 and continued falling throughout 
the nif^t and into the early mominf of May 10. When the research area 
was traversed in the morning of May 10, it was at once apparent that a new 
wave of migrants had arrived. Twenty-five soras were seen during six 
hours of observation on that date. This was a rate of U.2 birds per hour 
of observation, on May 11, the rate of observation dropped to 1.5 birda 
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per hooTf and on May 12 It rose to U«0 birds per hour nhen 16 soras irere 
ssen during four hours of observation. The rate then declined sotQenrtiat 
remained at a loirer level throughout the rooainder of the prenestlng 
season. After Itoy 12 there was no further evidence of migration. In this 
connectioni it iras Interesting to note that at least one pair of soras had 
begun to nest by May 13. During 83 hoiirs of observation frcm April 30 until 
May 23, 1951, soras were seen lli2 times. This was an average rate of 1.7 
birds an hour. 
When Dewey's Pasture iras visited April 20 and 29» 1952, no soras frere 
seen^ although on the latter date Virginia rails were present. It iras not 
known on "what date the sora arrived in that year or in 1953• 
There was no evidence that the sora returned to its native marsh to 
neat. Itone of the lUi birds, including 37 juveniles and seven adults, 
banded in 1951, was rotrapped in 19^2. 
Althou^, like the Virginia rails, the soras kept silent for a week 
after their arrival in 19^1, they were not nearly so shy and retiring as 
the Virginia rails. On the contrary, they often were seen boldly feeding 
in the open along the margins of the marshes. During the prenestlng 
season, soras seldcra were seen in company -wLth other rails, on only five 
occasions were they flushed in ccanpany with Virginia rails and only once 
were they seen in company with a king rail. 
It was difficult to detexmine whether or not the soras were paired 
already on arrival, althou^ it seemed unlikely that they were. Of lU2 
observations of soras between Apidl 30 and May 23> I06 were of single 
birds. Hi -were of pairs irtiich may or may not have been mated, and two 
were of groups of four birds. No groups of three or of more than four 
blxxis were noted. 
uo 
courttfilp and mating 
The er-ee call •irtiioh Brewster (1902) believBd to be a courtship song 
first was heard on May 7» 1951# the eame date that the ooTirtship call of 
the Virginia rail first was heard. The "Triiinny" call of the sora also first 
wms heard on that date. There was some evidence that courtship tras at its 
height about May 11 and 12 for the rrreatest number of pairs were seen on 
those dates, and in one Instance, on the latter date,a sora was seen chasing 
another, Sheman (1952, p, 137) described the courtship of the sora as 
foUoirst 
On June 6 there was witnessed some play of the Soras nhich must 
have been courting antics. It resembled the game of leap frog 
as played by boys. As one Sora stood motionless another one 
junped over itj the jumping bird then stood while the other 
Sora leaped over it and took its place about 18 inches in 
advance of its partner idiile another juB^> was made. 
Nesting Seaaon 
Nesting habits 
The sora, like the Virginia rail and the king rail, is a monogamous 
species. Bath sexes Incubate the eggs and care for the young birds* 
Nothing was found in the literatiire to indicate that the sora ever 
produces more than one brood a year. 
HHhen the nests were visited during the Incubation period the 
observer never was able to surprise the parent bird on the nest, althou^ 
he always found tliat the eggs were waxm. On several occasions when thfl 
observer visited a nest just as the last egg was hatching, he saw both 
m 
parents milking about in the vicinity of the nest as they uttered a shaxp 
qnsepf cqsparently a note of distress or alaxn* The adult birds did not dis­
play. 
Shortly after the chicks emerged from the eggs, the empty egc shells 
and shell membranes disappeared frcm the nests. Although presumably the 
parent birds removed them, neither shells nor shell membranes ever were 
found in the vicinity of the nests. TShen a nest nas visited after the 
young had hatched, the only evidence that it had been successful iras the 
presence in the nest lining of a fern tiny bits of shell, 1 to 3 mlUioetera 
in diameter. 
Sometimes infertile eggs irere fotmd on the nest rainp or in the irater 
beside the nest after the viable eggs had hatched* After the observer had 
resta3:>ed the infertile egc to the nest, he often found on his next visit 
that the egg was again outside the nest. Billard (IPU?) also noted that 
Infertile eggs were removed from the nest. 
Resting territory 
No evidence was found that the sora defended a nesting territory. As 
stated in a foregoing section concerning the Virginia rail, Billard (191^7) 
found an occupied nest of the Virginia rail within 15 feet of an occupied 
nest of the sora, and concluded that the two species seemed quite tolerant 
of one another. Also, as previously stated, during the present study the 
two species were found nesting successfully within $6 feet of one another, 
m one instance on Dewey's Pasture two pairs of soras nested within $0 feet 
of one another. The minimum distance between an occupied sora nest and an 
ocoi^ed Wjng rail nest on Dewey's Pasture iras 102 feet. The smallest 
marsh used for nesting by the sora was Pond B-10, an Isolated kettlehole> 
0.3 acre in siae, supporting lake sedge, water smartweed and sweet flag. 
The maiTsh contained but one rail nest. 
Length of nesting season 
Since the first nest found in l^^l contained an inconplete clutch of 
nine eggs on May 21, the first egg was laid probably on May 13, if as 
Walkinshaw (19hO) stated and the present stxidy indicated, the sora laid 
an egg a day (Table 30). The last egg under observation in 19^1 hatched 
on June 26. Therefore, the 19^1 nesting season extended for days. 
Since the earliest nest discoviered in 1952 contairied a complete clutch 
of 11 eggs on May 17, the date of its discovery, the first egg was laid 
probably not later than Hay 7 (Table 31). Mllard (19U7) in Connecticut 
found that the nesting season of the sora extended from May 21 until 
July 3» a period of UU days. Yralkinshaw (19U0) reported that the earliest 
nesting date for the sora in }iichi;-,an was May 2, and the latest July 10. 
By counting back 19 days, the approximate length of the incubation period, 
from the week of June 6 to 10, during which hatching began in most of the 
nests under observation in 1951, it was estamated that incubation began in 
the majorit;- of the nests about the third week of May, 1951. Since the 
sora laid eggs at the rate of one a day and began incubation usually 
three or more days before the last egg was laid, it was estimated that 
egg>laylng began in the majority of nests during the second and third 
weeks of May, 1951. 
Table 30. Summary of Nesting Data for Tnenty-siz Sora Nestsj Dewey* 8 Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 
19^1. 
No. Size Date Date of Inca> 
of of of hatching No. of bation 
Uest Pond Date 
eggs com­ first or Fate Capse Ko. of oggs period 
irhen plete egg* destruction of of eggs unsuc­ in no, no. found found clutch nest failure hatched cessful 
1 A-2 l&sj 21 9 12 May 13 May 31 . Destrgyed Flood 0 12 
h A-Ji May 2h n 11 May 2h June 1-22" Successful n 0 
5 A-1 May 2$ 5 9 May 21 June ^ 16^ Successful 9 0 1^ 
6 A-3 Itoy 25 8 11 May 18 June l-l5^ Successful 10 1 19 
7 A-5 May 28 0 — May 29 May 31 Destroyed Flood 0 3 
8 A-3 May 25 h 12 May 22 June :7-22D Successful 12 0 20 
9 A-I4 May 2U 7 9 May 18 June 1-19^ Successful 8 1 
12 A-6 Hay 26 7 9 May 20 June 9-16? Successful 9 0 19 
lU A-7 May 26 9 12 May 18 June 1-19 Successful n 1 19 
18 A-8 May 28 7 10 May 22 June 1-19^ Successful 9 1 
20 A-8 June 2 10 — May 2h Before Destroyed Bird 0 10 
June 2 
2$ c-5 Juno U 12 12 May 2h June U-9\ Destroyed Bird 0 12 
27 B-2 June U 10 10 May 26 Jvme Successful 10 0 
32 B-3 Jvine 5 10 10 May 27 June 5-19^ Successful 10 0 
33 B-2 June 5 7 — May 30 Before Deserted 0 7 
June 5 , 
35 B-2 June 5 10 10 May 27 June 13-1? Destroyed MAMMAL 0 10 
36 B-U June U 2 — — Before Jtme Destroyed Bird 0 2 
39 B-5 June 6 8 8 May 30 June 6-19^ Successful 8 0 
^Estimated. 
^atcfaixig or destruction occurred sometime between the dates given. 
Table 30. (Conticued) 
No. Size Incu­
of of Date Date of Ho. of bation 
eggs can— of hatching Fate Cause No. of eggs period 
»BSt Pond Date i^ n plete first or of of ®gga iinsuc- in 
no. IK>. found found clutch egg* destruction nest failure hatched cessful days* 
ho B-8 June 6 5 5 Juxe 2 June 12-15^ Destroyed Raccoon 3 2 
la B-5 June 6 8 — May 30 June 7 Destroyed Raccoon 0 8 
lt3 B-2 Juiw 5 12 12 May 25 June 15 Destroyed Raccoon 6 6 
$0 B-10 Jiuie 9 12 12 May 29 June 9-12" Destroyed Bird 0 12 
52 C—U June 16 9 — — Before 
June 16 
Destroyed Bird 0 9 
53 C-3 June 16 5 — —— Before 
June 16 
Destroyed Bird 0 5 
55 C-3 June 20 10 10 June 11 June 20-26° Successful 10 0 
61 A-2 June 30 0 — — Before Successful — — 
June 30 
Totals 126 102 
Table 31» Sumoazy of Nesting Data for Nine Sora Nests, Demyts Pasture, Clay County, Iowa, 1^2. 
No. of Size of Date of Date of Fate Cause No. of No. of 
Nest Pond Date egns conq^^ete first hatching of of eggs eggs 
no. no. found irtien 
found 
clutch egg* or 
destruction 
nast failure hatched unsTiccessful 
62 A-U May l6 0 May 17 May 18 Destroyed onknomi 0 1 
66 A-U May 17 0 9 May 16 — — — — 
67 A-ii my 17 11 11 May 7 — — — — 
69 A—it Hay 17 0 9 May 18 — — — — 
70 A-U May 17 3 9 May l5 — — — — 
71 A-U May 17 10 10 May 8 — — — — 
72 A-U May 17 5 9 May 13 — — — — 
75 A-U May 17 1 — May 17 — — — — 
97 A-U June 21 2 — — Before Destroyed Uxilcnaiin — — 
June 21 
*Estijnated. 
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Meat eonatructlon 
Nests of the sora vere ^alloir^ ba^t-llke struotiires Indistingulsh-
abl0 from those of the Virginia rail. like the nests of the latter speclesi 
sora nests were constructed of dead leaves and culms of the spteoies of 
marsh plants available at the nest site. In most cases the nest material 
was composed of but one species of plant, never of more than two (Table 16). 
The material in 2$ (71.U per cent) of 35 neats examined during the two yeai« 
of study was lake sedge primarily. Three (8.8 per cent) of the 35 nests 
were built of river bulrush alor.ej two (5*7 per cent) of tussock sedge 
primarily, two (5,7 per cent) of cordgrass alone, one (2,8 per cent) of 
roxind-stensned buliiish primarily, one (2,8 per cent) of cat-tail alone and 
one (2.8 per cent) of bur-reed alone. 
The nests, like those of the Vir^nla rail, were suspended a few 
inches above the water surface from stalks of emergent plants, or, less 
frequently, were b uilt witb.in clumps of cordgraas or tussock sedge (Fig. 
18), Usually the surroundinc veoetation was bent down or loosely inter­
twined over the nest to fom an arch or canopy. All of the nests had a 
ranp or nuwray about 2 inches wide and from 1 to 1,5 feet long, leading 
frcm the water surface to the nest rim. Of 35 nests, 23 (65.7 per cent) 
were suspended from lake sedge, four (11,U per cent) from river bulrush, 
three (8,6 per cent) from round-steamed bulrush, one (2,9 per cent) from 
cat-tail and one (2,9 per cent) fron bur-reed, -Jriiile two (5,7 per cent) 
were built within clunps of cordgrass and one within a clump of tussock 
sedge (Table 17). 
Based on 12 nests measured to the nearest 0.5 inch, the outside depth 
Fig* 18. Heat and Sggs of the Sora. The Nest Was Construoted 
of Leke Sedge. (Hioto by Fred and Louise Hubbard). 
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of the nests, measured from the bottcm of the neat to the rin, ranged 
froo 3,0 to 8.5 inches ivith a moan of 6.5 * 0.1; Inches and a standard 
dsviation of 1.5 inches, idiile the inside depth, from the floor to the 
rim, ranged from 1.0 to 2.5 inches with a mean of 1.7 • 0.1 inches and a 
standard deviation of O.U inch (Table 18). The outside diameter ranged 
frcm 5.0 to 10.0 inches with a mean of 6.5 * O.U inches and a standard 
deviation of 1.3 irwhes, while the Inside diameter ranged from 3*5 to 6.0 
inches with a mean of U.3 • 0.6 incjhes and a standard deviation of 0.7 
inch. 
Neat location 
The 35 occupied nests of the sora found during the two years of 
study Yfere distributed in five cover-types as follows i 25 (71.U per 
cent) in lake sedge, four (11.U per cent) in river bulrush, three (8.6 
per cent) in round-stemmed bulrush, two (5.7 per cent) in bur-reed and 
one (2,9 per cent) in cat-tail (Table 19). 
Like the Virginia rail and other species of birds, the sora uses 
different plant communities for nesting in the various parts of its 
breeding range. ?/allcinshaw (19U0) in Michigan stated that of 13 nests 
found in a cat-tail marsh in Calhoun County, only one was located in the 
oat-tails} the rest were in tho border between the cat-tails and the 
sedges, and were built of the sedges. He also stated that he found nests 
in large areas of soft-stanmed bulrush, Scirpus validus. Billard (19U7)> 
on the other hand, fouM that in Connecticut the sora nested often in a 
pure stand of cat-tail. She stated that of l5 nests, six were built among 
m 
cat>tail0| two In bur-reed« tvro In coarse sedges and cat~tall, t«ro in 
grass^ one in a mixed stand of cat-4^ ail, grass and buivreed^ one in a 
hummock and one in a clmp of spirea. Provost {19U7) stated that of seven 
8or& nests foxind on Dewey's Pastvire and adjacent marshes in 19U7> five vere 
in mixed stands of ciilm and foliose eanergent plants^ chiefly cat-tail and 
river grass, one nas in a pure stand of lake sedge and one in a pure stand 
of river b\ilrush. 
During the present study, the wsttei^-depth was measured to the nearest 
0,5 inch at 26 occupied nests in 1951 and at six nests in 1952 (Tables 20, 
21), In the former year, the water-depth at the nests varied frcsa 5.0 to 
20.0 inches with a mean of 12.8 • 0.7 inches and a standard deviation of 
3«1| inches, while In the latter year it ranged from 13.0 to 23.0 inches 
with a mean of 16.9 1.6 inches and a standard deviation of 3.7 inches. 
Walkinshaw (19U0) in Michigan reported that the average depth of water at 
sora nests was 7 inches (18 centimeters), while Provost (19U7) found that 
the waters-depth at seven nests on Dewey's Pasture and adjacent marshes in 
19U7 ranged fran 5.0 to 13.0 inches with a mean of 8.1 inches. 
Rata of egg-laying 
The average rate of egg-laytng was about an egg a day as shown by 
the histories of three nests as followsi three eggs in three days, four 
eggs in throe days and seven eggs in seven days. Walkinshaw (19U0) 
stated that the sora lays an egg a day. 
Clutch-sige 
In 1951* the number of eggs in 18 nests believed to contain full 
oonplanents, ranged from five to 12 with a mean of 10.2 * O.U and a 
standard deviation of 1.8. In 1952, the number of eggs in six nests con­
taining complete clutches ranged from nine to 11 with a mean of 9.^ • 0.3 
and a standard deviation of 0.8. The mean clutch-size in each year iras 
someirtiat analler than that deterrained by Billard (19^7) in Connecticut, and 
larger than that reported by VVaHcinshaw (19U0) in Michigan. The foimer 
author found that the clutch-size in nine nests ranged from eight to 1$ 
eggs with a mean of 11.77 egr.s, while the latter found that in 39 nests 
the number of eggs per clutch ranged from six to 13 "with a mean of 9.35. 
InoT&ation 
As yet, the length of incubation has not been established iiith 
certainty. Bent (1926) stated that the incubation period was believed to 
be lii days, irfiile Walkinshaar (19U0) reported that it was 16 to 19 days and 
Billard (I9U7) that it was 19 days. The histories and estimated incubation 
periods of five nests on Dewey's pasture are given below, 
Ifest 5. TShen found May 25, 1951, at IO1U6 a.m., the nest contained 
five warn eggs) from May 28 to June 1, nine warn eggsj June 9, 10|05 aja», 
nine warn eggs, two of them pipped; June 12, foiir warm eggs and one doimiy 
chickj June l5, 9»35 a.m., one waim, pipped egg and one downy chickj June 
16, 9i20 a.m., no eggs or young. The estimated incubation period was 19 
days from the probable date. May 28, that the last egg was laid until the 
probable date, June 16, that the last egg hatched. 
Nest 6. When found May 25, 1951, the nest contained eight warn eggS} 
on June 1, 12)20 p.m., 11 warm eggs; June 9, seven wam e^s, one of them 
sli^tly pipped} June 12, 10)30 a.m., three warm eggs; June lli, llt30 a.m». 
two warn, pipped eggs and, on the ramp, one cold, unpipped eggj Jxme 15* 
lOtUO a.in*} two tram eggs, one of then pipped; June 16, 9tl7 a.in., one 
cold, infertile egg and one downy young. The estimated incubation period 
was 19 days frcm the probable date. May 28, that the last egg was laid 
until the probable date, Jime 16, that the last egg hatched. 
Mast fl. TShen found May 25, I951j the nest contained four cold eggs; 
on June 1, eleven warm eggs; Jane p, twelve warm eggs; June 12, nine wazm 
eggs, two of them pippedj June lli, lit30 a.m., seven warn eggs, two of them 
pipped; June 15, 10iU5 a.m., six wazm eggs, three of them pipped; June l6, 
9il5 aja,, five warm eggs, two of them pipped; Jiuie 19, 5»35 p.m., two 
wazm, pipped eggs; June 21, 9i30 a,in,, one warm pipped egg; June 22, 2|20 
p*m., one cold egg in the process of hatching. The estimated incubation 
period was 20 days from the probable date, June 2, that the last egg was 
laid until the date, June 22, that the last egg hatched. 
Nest 12. When found May 26, 1951, 2t35 p.m., the nest contained 
seven warn eggs; on June 1, nine warm egps; June 9, 10i25 a.m., nine vazm 
eggs, two of them pipped; June 13, 2i20 p.m,, two warm eggs, one of them 
pipped; June 15, 11:50 a,n., one warm, pipped egg; June 16, 10:U0 a,m., 
no eggs or youne. Th;® estimated incubation period was 19 days from the 
probable date. May 28, that the last egg was laid until the probcdile date, 
June 16, that the laat egg hatched. 
Nest lU. l^en found May 26, 1951, UtU a.m., the nest contained nine 
wazm eggs; on Juzie 1, li52 p.m., 12 warn eggs; June 9, 10t35 a.m., nine 
•"ai® egSSj three of them pipped; June 13, five waim eg^s, one of them 
•lightly pipped; June l5, HiUO a.m., three wazm eggs; June l6, 10J35 aja., 
two warm eggs, oxie of them pipped; June 19, one cold, infertile egg. The 
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estimated incubation period vas 19 days fron the probable date. May 29, that 
the last egg mis laid until the probable date, June 17, that the last egg 
hatched* 
Hatching 
In 195l« the only year in irtilch there were sufriclent data for esti­
mation of the hatching period, the first egg under observation hatched 
Jtine 1, and the last hatched June 26. Therefore, the 19^1 hatching period 
extended for 26 days. In the ma^jority (71*h per cent) of the nests, 
hatching began in the second week of June, Incubation began only a few 
days after the first egg was laidj therefore, the eggs hatched at about 
the same rate that they were laid, about one a day. In the majority 
(75,0 per certfc) of the nests, hatching was completed during the peidod from 
June 11 to June 20 (Table 22). The eggs were pipped from 2h to U8 hours 
before they hatched. 
Fate of nests and eggs 
Fifteen 07.7 per cent) of 26 nests under observation on Dewey's 
Pasture in 19^1 were succesafulj that is to say, they produced at least 
one chiclc. Of 228 eggs in the 26 nests, 126 (55*3 per cent) hatclied. 
Billard (19U7) in Connecticut found that nine (60.0 per cent) of IS nests 
were successful, V^alklnshair (19U0) in Uichigan found that 22 (61.1 per 
cent) of 36 nests were successful and of 266 eggs in these 36 nests, 177 
(66,$ per cent) hatched. In the present investigation, the destructive 
agents responsible for loss of sora eggs were, in order of their 
importance, small birds of unidentified ^ ecles, raccoons, flood and an 
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tmld«ntlfled manaiuQ.. Of the 226 eggs \mder ':ibserTration in 195lf 50 (21*9 
per cent) In six nests were destroyed by amall birds, 16 (7.0 per cent) in 
three nests by raococms, l5 (6,6 per cent) in two nests by flood and 10 
(U«U per cent) in one rest by an unidentified mamnal (Table 23)* In addi­
tion, seven (3.1 per cent) eggs in one nest were deserted and four (1.8 
per cent) eggs, one in each of four nests, were infertile. 
It seemed likely that the species of avian predators idiich destroyed 
the eggs of the sora were the same as those which destroyed the eggs of the 
Virginia rail, since the method of attack was siollar. The ends or sides 
of the eggs were pecked away, the contents of the eggs were removed and 
apparently eaten, and the empty shells were left one in side the other in 
the nest. 
Egg parasitism 
As stated in the section concerning the Virginia rail, egg parasitism 
involving the Virginia rail as the host aiul the sora as the parasitic 
species was noted in one nest. 
Renesting 
No evidence of renesting was obtained. Since the nesting season was 
relatively shoi*t, only days in 195l> and no incompletely fledged 
juvenile birds were seen or trapped later than the third wedc of July in 
either year of study, it seemed likely that the sora renosted unconmonly 
if at all. Billard (19h7) in Connecticut, likewise, found that the nesting 
season was rather short, lUt days, and concluded also that there was scant 
evidence of renesting. 
12U 
Hasting danaity 
In ISSl, i^n each of the 28 marshes on Dewey ts Pastiire was Inspected 
^ for nestsi 26 occupied neats^ or one per 3*1 acreSf were discovered on the 
6l»h acres of available cover. Seventeen (60.7 per cent) of the marshes 
contained nests. The hl^iest nesting density, a nest per 0,3 acre, was 
found on Pond B-10 (Table 2h), a 0,3-acre Isolated kettlehole supporting 
lake sed^^e, water snartweed and sweet flag. In 1952, when ten of the 
marshes on Dewey's Pasture were examined for nests, nine occupied nests, 
or one per 2,9 acres, were discovered on the 26.5 acres of available 
oovwr. The ponds Inspected in that year were A-1, A-2, A-3, A-U, C-1, 
C-2, C-3, C-5, C-6 and D-1. Since all of the nests were found on Pc*nd 
A-hf an area which contained 10,0 acres of cover, the hli^est nestliig 
density recorded In 1952 was a nest per 1,1 acres (Table 25), Beecher 
(19^2) found 5U occtqsied sora nests, or one per 1.8 acres, on 96.15 acres 
of marsh bordering Pistakee Lake in northern Illinois. BlUard (19U7) In 
Connecticut found seven sora nests, or one per 2,9 acres, on a 20-acre 
marsh which supported a stand of broad-leavsd cat-tail and narrow-leaved 
cat-tall, and seven nests, or one per 0.7 acre, on a 5-acre marsh which 
supported a stand of reed canary ,;prass, Rialarls arundinacea, with some 
sweet flag, bur-reed and cat-tall. 
Breeding population 
If It is assumed that each of the 26 nests found on Dewey's Pastux« 
in 1951 reparesented a breeding pair of soras, and that all of the nests 
present on the area in that year were discovered, there were $2 breeding 
I 
I 
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adultSj or one per 1.6 acres of cover, on the research area In 195l« 
Nesting data gathered in 19^2 i*ere insufficient to serve as a basis for 
estimation of the population. 
Production of young 
In the 1$ successful nests on Dewey* s Pasture in 1951* there hatched 
an estljnated 135 chicks, an average of nine young birds per successful 
nest and 1«7 per acre of habitat. In 19^2, data were insufficient for 
estimation of the nuniber of young produced. 
Posbnesting Season 
Developnent of the young birds 
The development of the young soras -was studied in a trapping and 
banding program. Three size-classes of Juvenile birds were z«cognized. 
These were (1) downy young, (2) meditaik-sized juveniles and (3) large 
juveniles. The basis of classification was the same as that previously 
described for the Virginia rail. Of UJ soras of all ages captured in 
1951, 11 (25.0 per cent) were dowry young, nine (20.5 per cent) were 
medium-sized juveniles, 17 (38*6 per cent) vrere large juveniles and 
seven (15.9 per cent) were adults (Table 32). Of 85 soras of all ages 
trapped in 1952, ten (11.6 per cent) were downy yoxmg, 23 (27.1 per cent) 
were mediumr-slzed juveniles, Ith (51.8 per cent) were large juveniles and 
eight (9.U per cent) v/ere adults (Table 33)• 
Shortly after the chicks hatched, -they were able to walk, swim and 
dive. Wwy left the nest almost imnediately after hatching. 
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TiiblB 32. Trapping Data on the Sora, Dsvey's Pasture^ Clay Countisry 
bomy MBdium- Large Adults Total Downy Medi 
young eised Juveniles new Young siae 
Juveniles birds jUVB 
Date t^ o. Par No. Per No. Per No. Per No» Per No. 
cent cent cant cent cent 
of of of of of 
total total total total total 
June 22-28 2 lfi.2 2 
June 29-July $ 9 81.8 3 33.3 12 
July 6-12 2 22.2 2 5 ltX3.0 
July 13-19 
uu«u 1T.6 
0 
July 20-26 u 3 
28.6 
7 
July 27-Aug. 2 3 17.6 2 5 
Aug, 3-9 0 
Aug. 10-16 U 23.5 U 
Aug. 17-23 1 5.9 1 
Aug. 2U-30 3 17.6 1 1U.3 U 
Aug. 31-5ept. 6 2 11.8 1 lii.3 3 
Sept. 7-13 
5.9 U2.9 
0 
Sept. m-20 1 3 U 
Totals 11 100.0 9 99.9 17 99.9 7 100.1 Ui 5 100.0 0 
1^ 
Birds not prevtousV banded. 
^ Retrapped banded blrda that It le asexiaed had not been abeent from the research ax 

Sora« DBWB7'8 Pasture, Clay Countir, Iow% 1951* 
Adults 
No. Per 
oont 
of 
total 
Total 
new 
birds 
DOWHQT 
Young 
Repeats* 
Large 
No. Per 
cent 
of 
HBdlun-
slaad juveniles 
JuYBnilBB 
Soil^ i^r No. Per 
cent cent 
of of 
Adults Votal Grand 
repeats total 
total total total 
No^Per 
cent 
of 
total 
2 2 
12 12 
2 5 100.0 5 7 0 0 
7 7 
2 28.6 5 5 0 0 
U U 
1 1 
1 m.3 U k 
1 U.3 3 1 100.0 1 k 
0 0 
3 U2.9 U U 
7 100.1 I4U $ 100.0 0 0 1 100.0 6 $0 
d not been absent from ths research area since tbqr iiere last trapped there. 
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Tabl0 33* Trapping Data on to Sora, Oeweyis Pasture, Clagr County, lovaj 
New birds traooed^ 
Dowy MBdium- Largs Adults Total Downy I49dium-
young sised Juveniles new young sized 
Ju[veniles birds Jixranilfii 
Date f^o. Per No. per No. Per No. Per No. Per No, W 
cent cent cent cent cent cent 
of of of of of of 
total total total total total tota! 
June 22-28 7 70.0 1 U»h 8 
June 29-Ju3y 5 1 10.0 5 21.7 1 2J 7 3 U2.< 
July 6-12 1 10.0 7 30 .U 8 U 57.: 
July 13-19 3 13.0 u 9.1 7 
July 20-26 1 10.0 7 30.U u 9.1 12 1 100.0 
July 27-Aug, 2 8 1 8.2 8 
Aug, 3-9 u 9.1 U 
Aug. 10-16 
Aug. 17-23 10 22.7 2 25.0 12 
Aug. 2U-30 3 6.6 1 12,5 U 
Aug. 31-Sept. 6 6 13.6 1 12.5 7 
Sept. 7-13 2 U.5 2 25.0 U 
Sept. II4.—20 2 U.5 1 12.5 3 
Sept, 21-27 1 12.5 1 
Totals 3D 100,0 23 99.9 UU 99.9 8 1D0.0 85 1 IDO.O 7 1D0.( 
® Birds not previously banded. 
^ Retrappsd banded birds that it is assumed had not been absent from the research area ei 

Sora^ Oeuey's Pasture, CliQr County, Iowa, 2952, 
Repeats^ 
Adults Total Downy Madlum- Lir^ Adults llotal Cb>and 
new young sized Juveniles repeats total 
birds Juven^s 
No. per No. Per SoT W? No. Per No. Per 
cent cent cent cent cent 
of of of of of 
total tol^al total total total 
8 
7 3 U2.9 
6 U 57.1 
7 
12 1 liX),0 
8 
U 
2 25.0 12 
1 12.5 k 
1 12.5 7 
2 25.0 u 
1 12.5 3 
1 12.5 1 
3 10 
2 20.0 6 m 
1 10 .0 1 8 
1 10.0 2 Hi 
1 10.0 1 9 
2 20.0 2 6 
12 
3 30.0 3 7 
7 
k 
3 
1 
8 1CX).0 85 1 100.0 7 100.0 10 100.0 0 18 103 
not been absent from tha research area since they last were trapped there. 
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IfoBt (81.8 per cent) of the doimy young captured in 19$1 were taken 
in the first week of Julyj the latest iraa tr^ped JtOy 8. In 1952, the 
peak number (7, or 70.0 per cent) were captured during the last week of 
June; the latest on July 23. 
m 1951, the first mediiaoHSized juvenile was trapped June 30, four 
weeks after the earliest recorded date of hatching, and the peak number 
(U, or lUt.U per cent) in the last week of July, about five weeks after 
hatching had been completed in the majority of the nests under observation. 
The latest medium-sized juvenile was trapped July 26, 1951. In 1952, the 
first medivmnsized juvenile was captxirsd June 2kg about a week earlier than 
in 1951. The peak number (7, or 30.U per cent) was capttired during the 
weeks of July 6 to 12 and July 20 to 26. The latest medium^sized juvenile 
was trapped July 25. 
In 1951, the first large juvenile was trapped July 20, three weeks 
after the earliest date of hatching. There was no noticeable peak period 
for this size-class. The weekly catch of large juveniles varied frcm zero 
to four birds from the last week of July until the final week of trapping, 
September ll^ to 20. The last large juvenile was trapped September 16. m 
1952, the first bird of this age-class was trapped July 3, and the latest 
on September 16, although trapping continued tuitil October 23. The peak 
number (10, or 22.7 per cent) was taken during the third week of August. 
Mobility 
Almost jjnm<9diately after hatching, the chicks left the nest. Allen 
(1939) stated that the female parent cares for the young birds while the 
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male continues to incribate the remaining eggs, ufaioh hatch at the rate of 
about one a day. 
The broods were seen only -when they iwBre cau^ in the traps> and 
since banded soraa rarely were z>etrapped« little mis learned of their 
movements* All of the six records of recaptured doimy young birds were 
frcm localities within a 100-yard radius of the site where the birds were 
banded originally (Table 3U). Six (85*7 per cent) of the seven records of 
recapttired medium-sized Juveniles rrore from the original point of capture 
and one was from a point between 100 and 200 yards distant from the 
original site of capture. Of 10 records of recaptured lai^e juveniles, 
five i$0,0 per cent) were from the original site, four (UO.O per cent) 
from points between 100 and 200 yards distant and one (10,0 pier cent) 
from a point between 200 and 30^ yards distant from the original site of 
capture. The single record of a recaptxired adult was from the original 
site of capture. 
Table 3U. Local movements of soras, Dewey's Pasture, Clay County, 
lara, 29^1 and 19^2, as shoim by recaptures of banded 
birds. 
Mediums-sized torge 
Downy young juveniles juveniles Adults 
Distance between Nb. fcr Nb. Per Per No. Per 
recapture site cent cent cent cent 
and original of of of of 
site of oaptuz« total total total total 
0 yds. 1 16.7 6 85.7 50.0 1 100.0 
1-100 yds. 5 83.3 
101-200 yds. 1 m.3 h Uo.o 
201-300 yds. 1 10.0 
301-1^00 yds. 
llOl-^OO yds. 
Totals 6 100.0 7 100,0 10 100.0 1 100.0 
Oitly one molting adult iras observed during the InYestlgatlon. Thia 
bird, nhen trapped September 1, 1951, ""*8 o(2i?)letlng the postnuptial molt. 
The ends of its pilmary iring feathers were sheathed for a distance of 1 
inch. 
Juvenile birds began to molt their contour plumage in July* By 
September, many of them appeared much like adults. For example, one 
sora banded on July 25 as a medium-sised Juvenile, mis recaptured August 26 
as a nearly ad\ilt bird with gray feathers on the cheeks, lower throat and 
breast aiKi a blaok mask nearly like that of the adult over the face and 
upper throat. 
Fall migration 
Because the marsh vegetation ims vezy dense during the i^immer and 
fall, it was difficult to observe soras during those seasons. Therefore, 
the catch per trap-day, rather than the nuznber of birds seen per hour of 
observation, -was used as an index to the abundance of the birds. Figure 
19 shoira that in 1951 the catch per trap-day averaeed b]^" weeks was hi^est 
from late June throuf^ July, fell during the llrst TOek of August, and then 
remained low until the last week of trapping, September lU to 20, when it 
rose to cmother peak almost aa hi^ as that attained in July. The same 
figure shows that in 1952 the catch per trap-day, thou^ fluctuating 
somewhat, remained fairly hi^ from June until the second week of Septonber, 
then rapidly declined. September 27, 1952, was the latest date that soraa 
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mre althou^ the traps irere in operation until October 23 in that 
yoar. During the iroek of Au^just 10 to 16 the traps were not in use« 
Althougji the evidence above iras difficult to Interpret, it appeared 
that perhaps seme emigration from the research area began about the first 
veek of August, 1951# and some influx of southbound mifprants during the 
week of September Hi to 20, IS^l. It seemed also that in 19^2 soras began 
to leave the research area during the secraid week of September, and that 
by the second veek of October most of the population had left the area. 
Since few banded soras ware recaptured, little was learned of the fall 
migration from that source. However, one fully fledged juvenile bird 
which had been banded July 2$, 1952, was retrapped August 26, 19^2, on 
D«irey*s Pasture. This was the latest record of a banded sora. 
Behavior 
Soraa of any age were wilder and more aggressive than the Virginia 
rails. TNhen handled, they strugnled violently. Toung soras did not accept 
food from the hand of their captor, although yomig Virginia rails often did 
so. The behavior of the sora towaixi the Virginia rail has been discussed 
in a foregoing secticaa dealing with the latter species. 
Volo« 
The call of the downy young sora, a shrill queee, was heard such less 
frequently than ths call of the downy Virginia rail. The adult sora was 
exceadin^y vociferous, however, ospeoially daring May. The conmonest 
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of the adult was a loud "nhtnny"} whee-hee-liae-hee-hee-hee, descending 
the scale and increasing in rapidity as it was given. This cry iras heard 
frcan ti® second ireek of May until the end of June. Brewster (1902) believed 
that it *as given by both sexesj although he traced it only to the female. 
Also heard frequently during May, was the plaintive er-ee call said to be 
a courtship song (Brerwrster, 1902). The call note given by the parent birds 
"rtien the observrer approached a yotmg brood, iiaa a sharp queep, apparently 
an alam note. On one occasion, an adult sora foimd in a trap with several 
large juvenile soras uttered a soft, barely audible cooing note. 
Disease 
Neither diseased nor malfozmed soras ever were seen during the investi­
gation. All of the 12'; soras of all ages trapped during the two years seetaed 
to be in good health. 
Rredaticai 
No evidence was obtained of predation on young or adults in the open, 
althou^ on one occasion raccoons killed a large juvenile sora in a rail 
trap. Soras were not among the food items brou^ to the fox den on 
Dewey's pasture; nor irore the remains of soras found elseidiere on the area. 
Errington and Breckenridge (1936) reported that in a collection of 5^7 
prey individuals taken from the gullets of young marsh honks on Dewey's 
Pasture and adjacent marrfieB during a three-year period, three soras, 
including one young bird and two adults, were found. 
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Aooideiibs 
Ito soras that had died a« a result of aooidenta ware found. Romll 
(1932) reported that soras sometimos strike li^t houaes off the coast of 
Florida during aigration. 
Pood 
The food habits of the sora received but little study during the 
present invBstif^tian. Martin, Zdm and Nelscn (1951, p» 83-8ii) stated 
that on the basis of analyses of 332 stomachs, UO per cent of the spring 
and suamer food, 69 per cent of the fall food and 68 per cent of the 
winter food consisted of plant material. Seeds of sedges, aquatic Brasses, 
bulrushes and smartwoeds ccmposed most of the diet. 
Several soras trapped by the TOiter were exhibited for a week at the 
Iowa State Fair in 1951. During that time they ate quantities of cray­
fish, the onity kind of food offered them (Severson, 1951). 
I 
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SDiattRr 
An imrestlgation into the ecology of the VlrglniA rally the king rail 
and the aora was conducted during 1951 and 1952 on Denray* s Pasture Public 
Shooting Ground, a state-omiBd area in Lake Toimship, Clay County, north-
Tiest Iowa. The research area included h02 acres of gently undulating 
prairie Interspersed Tdth 28 ^allov, kettlehole marshes. 
The following statements sunmarlze the data on the Virginia rail, 
1. Forty-three adults ranged in weight from 67.6 to 116,2 grams 
Ttith a mean of 88,6 1.7 grams and a standard deviation of 11.0 grams, 
2. The mean measuronents in millimeters of 68 eggs from nine nests 
were 31,2 • 0.2 by 21.0 • 0.2. The standard deviation of their length was 
1.8 millimeters, and of their width 1.3 millimeters. Eggs showing the four 
extreme dimensions meastired 35.0 by 22.0 millimeters, 28.0 b^  20.0 milli­
meters and 32.0 by 2^ ,0 millimeters. 
3. Sixty-nine eggs rroci nine nests ranf«d in weight from 6,1 to 10,0 
grams with a mean of 8,9 • 0,1 grams and a standard deviation of 0,8 gram, 
li, m 19^1 the first spring migrants appeared April 30 and the main 
wave of migration arrived during the first three days of May, In 1952 
Virginia rails first were seen on the area April 29 and in 1953 they first 
were seen April 30. 
5. Of 57 birds, including hZ juveniles and l5 ad^ilts banded in 1951# 
none was retrapped in the following year. 
6* None of the lk5 birds banded during 1951 and 1952 on the research 
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area ms reported fron any other locality. 
7. During 83 observation hours between April 30 and Hay 23, 19^1, 
Virginia rails were observed 102 times. This was an average observation 
rate of 1«2 birds an hour. 
8. Of the 102 observations, 6ii rrere of single birds, 15 of pairs 
which may or nwy not have been 2aated, and two of groups of four birda. 
9* Between April 30 and May 23, 1951, Virginia rails were seen in 
oanpany with soraa only five tines and in conpany with king rails only 
onoe. 
10. In 1951 the first call was heard May 7, a week after the 
azTlval of the first migrants. This was the courtship song, kid-ldc 
kld"ick kid-ick. 
11. Of I2I4. rail nests found during 1951 arid 1952, I46 (37.1 per cent) 
were unoccupied. Many of these unoccupied nests probably were constructed 
by the Virginia rail. Ifost of them probably never were utilized. 
12. ?rhen the nests were visited during the incubation period, the 
parent birds seldom were seen, although nearly always the eggs were wam. 
13. When the eggs began to hatch, both parents sropeared at the nest 
and displayed by raising tlieir wings above their backs and uttering pig-
like grunts and an occasional piercing keee. Once one parent fluttered 
about near the nest. 
111. Eggs brdcen by hail were removed from the nest and left in the 
water beside it. 
l5. After the chicks had hatched, the enipty egg shells and shell meanp-
branes were fouiid neither in the nest nor in its vicinity. Successful 
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xieBtSf after the young had hatched, contained only a few tiny bits of 
shell 1 to 3 mllllmetez^ in diameter. 
16. The minimum distance betcioen occupied nests of the Vircinla rail 
Tias 56 feet, between occupied nests of the Virginia rail and the sora 56 
feet, and betweeii occupied nests of the Virginia rail and the king rail 261; 
feet. The least bittern socetimes nested within 6 feet of a Virginia rail 
nest* 
17. In 1951 the nesting season extended from about May 13 until 
July 12, a period of 6l days, while in ISSZf it extended from Uay 1$ until 
July 1, a period of U8 days. 
18. It was estimated that egg-laying began in the majority of nests 
during the last week of May, 1951. 
19. The nests were shallow, basket-like structures indistinguiahable 
from sora nests. Itearly all of them had a canopy and a ranq>. 
20. The nests were constructed of dead leaves and stalks of the 
species of plants e.vailable at tlie nest site. Kost of them were composed 
of a single species of plant, none of more than three species. Of 37 
nests, 27 (73*0 per cent) were composed of lake sedge primarily. 
21* The foUovidng mean measurements and standard deviations were 
recorded in inches for 15 nests: outside depth, 5.9 • 1.3j inside depth, 
1.7 * 0*5; outside diameter, 6.7 l*3j inside diameter, U.5 ^  0.6. 
22. The majority (91.9 per cent) of the nests were suspended from 
stalks of emergent plants, while the remainder were built within clumps 
of grass. Of 37 nests, 62.2 per cent were suspended from lake sedce. 
23* The nests were distributed in six cover types as followsi 2U 
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(6l4«9 per cent) in lake sedge, four (10,8 per cent) in zmmd-sbenned 
bul^oflh, fotir (10.8 per cent) in river bulruahj three (8.1 per cent) in 
cat-tail, one (2.7 per cent) in river grass and one (2.7 per cent) in blue-
Joint grass. 
2U. In 19^1 the water depth at 27 occupied nests ranced from 6.0 to 
18*0 inches with a mean of 12.1 • 0.6 inches and a standard deviation of 
3.2 inches; whereas at eipht nosts in 1952 it ranged from 11,$ to 22.0 
inches with a mean of lJi.8 + 1.2 inches and a standaxd deviation of 3*2 
inches. 
2$t The rate of egg-laying was about one egg a day, according to 
observations on four nests. 
26. In 1951 tho number of eggs in 23 complete clutches ranged frcm 
four to 10 with a mean of 8.1 •* O.U and a standard deviation of 1.8, while 
In 1952 the ntjinber of eggs in five ccmplete clutches ranged from seven to 
10 With a mean of 8.2 • 0.6 and a standard deviation of 1.3 • 
27. The estimated incubation period was 22 days in one nest, 18 ds^ 
in another and at least 18 days in each of two others. 
28. In 1951 hatching occuired from about June 6 until July 12, a 
period of 37 days. The peak ocourred during the second and third weeks 
of June. 
29. In individual nests hatching was completed within one to five 
days, usually two. 
30. The eggs were pipped frcm 2l^ to U8 hours before they hatched. 
31. Twenty-one (77*8 per cent) of 27 nests observed in 1951 were 
successful in producing at least one chick. 
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32. Of 190 eggs in the 27 neets, iJWi (75.7 per cent) hatched. 
33. Of the 190 eggs, 13 (6,8 per cent) in two nests were destroyed by 
small birds, 10 (5.3 per cent) in one nest by raccoons, 10 (5»3 per cent) 
in one nest by flood and nine (U.7 per cent) in one nest by hail. Two egga 
(1.1 per cent), one in each of two nests, uere infertile, and two eggs 
disappeared from a clutch •vdiich otherwise remained unhaimed. 
3U. One sora egg was found in the nost of a Virginia rail. Appar^ 
ently it hatched with the Virginia rail eggs. 
35. There vma evidence in one instance that a Virginia rail laid on 
egg in the nest of another. 
36. Although there was no direct evidence of renesting, it seemed 
likely that the dcfwny young birds trapped in Aiigust represented renesting 
attempts rather than second broods. 
37. In 1951 the estimated population of breeding adults was or 
one adult per 1.5 acres of cover. 
38. In 1951 an estimated 160 dcwny young were produced in the 21 
successful nests, or an average of 7.6 chicks per successful nest and 
about two per acre of habitat. 
39. In 1951 twenty-seven occiQjied Virginia rail nests, or one per 
3*0 acres, were found on the 61.U acres of habitat, m 1952 ten nests, 
or one per 2.6 acres, were found on the 26.5 acres of habitat examined 
for nests. 
UO. The highest nesting density was a nest per 0.3 acre found on 
Pond D-1. 
l4l* The smallest marsh used for nesting was Pond D-1, an isolated 
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kettlehole, 0*3 acre In sIm, sruppcrtlng a dense stand of broad-leavsd 
cat-tail. This kettlehole contained but one rail nest. 
Us. The latest downy young were trapped August 23, 1951 and July 30, 
19^2. 
U3, The first mediuni-sized juveniles (birds past the downy stage but 
not yet capable of fli{^) were trapped July 11, 19^1 and July 6, 1952} 
the latest were trapped Aupiuat 29, 19^1 and August 28, 1952. 
hh* The first large juroniles (immature birds capable of flight) 
•were trapped August 1, 1951, and July 12, 1952; the latest were trapped 
September 20, 1951# and September 16, 1952. In the former year trapping 
cesised on September 20, while in the latter it continued until October 23» 
U5» Records of recaptured banded birds sugcested that the downy 
young and the adults traveled less widely than did the large juvenHes. 
U6. Flightless adults undergoing the postnuptial molt were observed 
July 27» August 13 and August 29, 1951* and July l5 and 30, 1952. 
U7. Some of tlie juveniles began to molt their contour plumage as 
early as July. I?y September most of them were nearly adult in appearanc®. 
U8. Records of the catch per trap-day averaged by -wedcs seemed to 
indicate that emigration of the Virginia rail froaa the research area 
occurred during September, although records of recaptured banded birds 
showed that at least a portion of the summer population was present until 
mid-Septonber. 
Ii9. Virginia rails were less acsressive than were soras. 
50. Adult Virginia rails often dived to escape from a dog. 
5l» The call of the downy young was a quavering pee-^ep. The cut, 
cut, cut-ah, cut-ah call said to be a courtship song was heard in May and 
lUo 
Juno* The kedc-keck-kedc-keck call said to be a call note of the male uraa 
heard during the sunsoerj as rras also the kl-dio-jd'-dlc kl^-dlokl-dle call 
said to be a "scatter" call. 
$2, of II42 Virginia rails e3cam:;ned, only one, a large Juvenile, 
seemed to be suffering from disease. This bird had a araall snelling at 
tiie base of the middle toe. 
^3* Remains of Virginia rails tiere not found at the actlYe fcac den 
on Deney* s Pasture, althouj^ the den dhs inspected almost daily during 
Hay and June, 1951. 
Raccoons killed and ate several Virginia rails in the rail traps. 
55 • One adult Virginia rail was found Impaled on a bait>ed nire fence 
TBhlch it probably had struck while flying. 
56. Captive adtilt and large juvenile Virginia rails ate large 
nambers of crayfish, the only food item offerred them. 
57* Medium-sized juveniles wore induced to pick up and eat house 
flies, mosquitoes and midges from their captor's fingers* 
The following statements sucsnarlze the data on the king rail. 
1. Six adult king rails ranged in weight from 28ii.i4 to UOl.5 grams 
with a mean of 322.6 18,3 rxma and a standard deviation of mj,,8 grams. 
2. The mean measurements in millimeters of 12 eggs from one nest 
were U2.6 • O.U by 30.8 • 0.6. The standard deviation of their length 
was 1.5 millimeters, and of their width 2.1 millimeters. 
3. The weights of the 12 eggs rar^d from 17.6 to 23.2 grams with 
a mean of 21.9 •» 0.5 grams and a standard deviation of 1.7 grams. 
llix 
!(• In 1951 the first sprlnc migrants appeared on Uay 2, No king 
rails Here seen during 1952. 
5* During 83 observation hours between April 30 and May 23, 195l« king 
rails irers observed 11 times. This vas an average observation rate of a 
bird per 7.5 hours of obseinration. 
6. TUfhen the nests were visited during the incubation period the parent 
birds were not seen, although the eggs always were Ufaxm. 
7. ?fhen the eggs began to hatch, both parents speared at the nest 
and displayed by raising their tdnfta aborve their backs and uttering loud 
calls, biq?p bupp bupp and an occasional harsh scream. Once one parent 
fluttered about near the nest, 
6. After the chicks had hatched, the empty shells and shell membranes 
were found neither in the nest nor in its vicinity. Successful nests, after 
the young had hatched, contained only a few tiny bits of shell, a few 
millijneters in diameter. 
9. Infertile eggs were deserted in the nest when the viable eggs 
hatched. 
10. The minimum distance between occupied nests of the king rail 
was 352 feet, between occupied nests of the king rail and the Vlrg;Lnia 
rail 26h feet, and between occupied nests of the king rail and the sora 
102 feet. 
11. m 1951 tho nesting season extended from about May 13 until 
June 23, a peilod of h2 days. In 1952 no nests were discovered. 
12. The nests were platfonn-like structures. They were larger and 
leas deeply cupped than nests of the Virginia rail and the sora. Each 
nest had a canopy and a ramp. 
Ilt2 
13. The nests '•era constructed of dead leaves and stalks of the 
species of marsh plants avall^le at tho nest site. The nest matendal 
consisted of but one or two species of plants. Of six nests, two (33*3 
per cent) were conposed of lake sedjje alone, two (33*3 per cent) of river 
bulrush primarily, one (16.7 per cent) of cordgrass and one (16,7 per cent) 
of blue-Joint grass. 
lU. The following mean measurements and standard deviations -were 
recorded In inches for four nestst Outside depth, 5«3 + l*7l inside d^th, 
0,U • 0.3j outside diameteii 11.5 • 1.7j inside diameter, 8,U • 3.1. 
15. Of the six nosts, four were suspended frcoi stalks of cmercont 
plants and two were built Ydthin tussocks of ^^rass. Two nosts were 
suspended from river bulrush, one nest frcsa round-stemmed bulrush and one 
nest from lake sedce, while one nest was built within a tussock of blue-
Joint grass and another within a clun^) of cordgrass. 
16. Four (66.7 per cent) of the six nests were in the lake sedge 
cover-type, while two (33.3 per cent) were in pure stands of river 
bulrush. 
17. Jxi 19$1 the water-depth at six nests ranged from U.O to 18,0 
Inches with a mean of 10,6 • 2,2 inches and a standard deviation of 
inches. 
18. The rate of egg-laying was not determined. 
19. Tlie number of eggs in four ccanplete clutches ranged from ei^t 
to lU with a mean of 12.0 4' l.U and a standard deviation of 2.7. 
20. Tte estimated incubation period in one nest was at least 21 
days, and in another at least 20 days. 
no 
21. In 1951 hatching oocurred during the iS-day period between 
June 9 and June 23* 
22. In individual neots the eggs hatched within 2li to U8 hours. 
23. The eggo were pipped from 2U to U8 hours before they hatched, 
2U. Four (66.7 per cent) of the six nests were successful. 
2$, Of the 60 eggs in the six nests, 39 (65.0 per cent) hatched* 
26. Of the 60 eggs, 13 (21.7 per cent) in one nest were destroyed by 
an unidentified manmal^ probably oithor a raccoon or a minlcj six (10.0 per 
cent) in two nests were deserted in a late stage of incubation, one (1.7 per 
cent) "was infertile and one (1.7 per cent) disappeared from a clutch •which 
otherwise reanained unlioxned. 
27. Egg parasitism was not observed. 
28. There was no evidence of renesting. 
29. In 1951 the estimated population of breeding adults was 12. 
30. In 1951 thirty-nine downy young were produced in the four 
successful nests. This was an average of 9.6 chicks per successful nest 
and a population density of one chick per 2.1 acres of habitat. 
31. In 1951 six occupied nests of the king rail, or one per 13.6 acres, 
were fo\md on the 81.acres of habitat. 
32. The hi^st nesting density was a nest per 1.3 acres found on 
Pond C4i. 
33. one adult king rail in the process of laoltlng its contour 
plimage was captured on September 2. 
3U* The latest date that a king rail was trapped was September 2, 
1951. 
IhU 
35 • King rails were flushed more often fraa the edges of the waters 
wayB than from the emergent vegetation of the marshes. Two adult birds 
were flushed from the upland 60 and 100 foet, respectively, from the neairest 
marsh. 
36. The call of the damxy young imo a shrill pee-eep. When the 
observer ap^ r^oached a nowly hatched brood, the parents uttered a loud 
bupp bupp bupp call. Occasionally one or the other of the parents, or 
perhaps both, gave a harsh scream. 
37. No evidence of disease was found. 
38. A dead adult king rsdl was found at the fox den on the research 
area Hay 12, 1951. 
39. An adult king rail held in captivity for a week at the Iowa State 
Fair in 19^ 1 ate large iiumbers of crayfish, the only food offered it. 
UO. A stoaach, taken frcan an adult king rail which had been acci­
dentally killed on the research area Hay li, 1951, tos found to be full of 
crayfish. 
The foUoving statements summarize the data on the soam. 
1. Sixteen adult soras ranged in weight fron 66.9 to 101.5 grams 
with a mean a£ 81.1 * 2.7 and a standard deviation of 11.6. 
2. Tlie mean measurements in millitaeters of U9 eggs from nine nests 
were 29.9 • 0.2 by 21.2 • 0.2. The standard deviation of their length 
was 1.3 millimeters, and of their width 1.5 millimeters. Eggs showing the 
four extrsmes meaaired 33»0 by 22.0, 27.0 by 21.0, 30.0 by 27.0 and 28.0 
by 18.0. 
3. Fifty-OTie eggs from nine neerfcs ranged in wei^ frcm 6.5 to 8.it 
grams with a mean of 7.U • 0.1 grams and a standard deviation of 0,5 gram. 
U. In 1951 the first spring migrants appeared April 30. There were 
two waves of migration, the first daring the first few days of May and the 
second about May 10, m 1952 and 1953 it was not deteimined trtien the first 
migrants arrived. 
5. Of UU birds, iricluding 37 Juveniles and seven adults, banded in 
1951J none was retrapped in 1952. 
6. None of the 130 birds banded in 1951 and 1952 on the research area 
was reported from any other locality. 
7. During 83 observation hours between April 30 and May 23, 195l» 
soras were observed lh2 times. This was an average obseryration rate of 
1.7 birds an hour. 
8. Of the lli2 observations, 106 were of single bijrds, lU were of 
pairs which may or may not have been mated, and two were of groups of 
four birds. 
9. Betwoen April 30 and May 23, 1951, soras were seen in cosnpany 
with Virginia iiiils only five times and in company with king rails only 
once. 
10. m 1951 the first calls were heard May 7, a week after the 
arrival of the first migrants. These calls were the ccurtship call, 
er~«e and the "whinny". 
11. Courtship and matii^j were not observed, although on May 12 a 
sora was seen chasing another. 
12. When the nests were visited during the incubation period, the 
parent birds never were seen, althou^ the eggs were always warm. 
ll|6 
33. Scoetines both parents were seen at the nest ivhen it iras visited 
just as the last egg was hatching* The paz^nt birds did not display^ 
althou# "they uttered a sharp queepj apparently an alaim note. 
lli. After the chicks had hatched, the empty egc shells and shell 
membranes irore found neither in the nest nor in its vicinity. Successful 
nests, after the young had hatched, contained only a few tiny bits of 
shell 1 to 3 millimeters in diameter. 
1$, Occasionally infertile eggs Tfere found on the nest ramp or in 
the water beside the nest after the viable eggs had hatched. 
16. The minimum distance between occupied sora nests was 5»0 feet* 
17. In 1951 the nesting seasm extended from May 13 until June 26, 
a period of U$ days. 
16. It was estimated that egc-laylnc began in the majority of nests 
during the second and third weeks of May, 1951. 
19- Sora nests were constructed of dead leaves and stalks of the 
species of marsh plants available at the nest site. The nest material 
usually consisted of only one sjpecies of plant, never of more than three 
8i>ecie8. Of 35 nests, 25 (71.U per cent) were canposed of lalce sedge 
primarily. 
20. The f ollowing mean moasureanents and standard deviations were 
recorded in inches for 12 nests: outside depth, 6«5 • 1.5j inside depth, 
1,7 • O.Uj outside diameter, 6.5 • l»3j inside diameter, li.3 • 0.7. 
21. The majority (91.U per cent) of the nests were suspended from 
stalks of emergent plants. The ranainder were built within clungis of 
grass. Of 35 nests, 23 (65.7 per cent) were suspended from lake sedge. 
1U7 
22. The nests ware distributed in five cover-types as followsi 2$ 
(71»U per cent) in lake sed^^^, four (11.U per cent) in river bulrush, thre® 
(8.6 per cent) in round-stemmed bulrush, two (5.7 per cent) in bujvrssd and 
one (2.9 per cent) in cat-tail. 
23. In 1951 the water-depth at 26 occupied nests raiiged from 5«0 to 
20,0 inches vdth a mean of 12.8 • 0.7 inches and a standard deviation of 
inches} trtiereas, at six mats in 1952 it ranged frcin 13.0 to 23.0 inches 
with a mean of 18.9 • 1.6 inches and a standard deviation of 3»7 inches. 
2U. The rate of egc-laying was about one egg a day, according to 
observations on three nests. 
25. In 1951 the number of eggs in 18 ccniplete clutches ranged fran 
five to 12 with a mean of 10.2 • 0»h and a standard deviation of 1.8, 
while in 1952 the number of eggs in six con5)lete clutches ranged from 
nine to 11 with a mean of 9.5 0.3 and a standard deviation of 0.8. 
26. The estimated incubation period was 19 days in each of fo\ir 
nests and 20 days in a fifth nest. 
27. In 1951 hatcliinc occurred from June 1 until Jvine 26, a period of 
26 days. In 71.ii per cent of the nests, hatching began in the second week 
of June. In 75.0 per cent of the nests hatching was completed during the 
period from June 11 to June 20. Because incubation began only a few days 
after the first egg was laid, the eggs liatched at about the same rate that 
they were laid, or at the rate of about one a day. 
28. The eggs were pipped from 2U to U8 hours before they hatched. 
29. Fifteen (57.7 per cent) of 26 nests under observation in 1951 
were successful. 
1U8 
30. Of 228 egga in the 26 nests# 126 (55.3 per cent) hatched. 
31. Of the 228 eggs, 50 (21.9 per cent) In six nests -were destroyed 
by birds, 16 (7.0 per cent) in three nests by raccoons, 15 (6.6 per 
cent) in two nests by flood and 10 (U.U per cent) in one neat by an unidenti­
fied mammal. Seven eggs (3.1 per cent) in one nest were deserted and four 
eggs (1.8 per cent), one in each of four nests, were infertile. 
32. There was no evidence of renesting. 
33. m 1951, the eatijnated breeding population was 52 adult birds^ 
or one per 1.6 acres of cover. 
3U. An estimated 135 chicks were produced in the 15 successful nearts. 
This was an average of nine chicks per successful nest and 1.7 chicks per 
acre of habitat. 
35. In 1951 twenty-six occupied nests, or one per 3.1 acres, were 
found on 81.U acres of cover. In 1952 nine occupied nests, or one per 2.9 
acres, were found on the 26.5 acres of habitat examined for nests. 
36. The hi^eat nesting density was a nest per 0.3 acre fotind on 
Pond B-10. 
37. The smallest marsh used for nesting was Pond B-10, an isolated 
kettlehol3, 0.3 acre in size, supporting a srtand of lake sedge, water 
enartneed and sweet flag. This marsh contained but one rail nest. 
38. The latest downy youn^ were trapped July 8, 1951 and July 23, 
1952. 
39. The first medium-aized juroniles (birds past the dtniny stage but 
not yet able to fly) were trapped June 30, 1951 and June 2U, 1952j the 
latest were trapped Jxily 26, 1951 and Jtily 25, 1952. 
11*9 
UO. The first large juveniles (immature birds capable of fli^) 
irore trapped J\ily 20, 1951 and July 3, 19521 the latest were trapped 
September 16, 1951 and the same date in 1952. Iii the former year trapping 
ceased Septeidjer 16, while in the latter year it continued until October 23* 
Ul* Records of z*ecaptured banded birds suggested that large juveniles 
ranged farther than the yoimger juveniles, 
1^2. An adult which had nearly completed the postnuptial molt was 
observed September 1, 1951. 
U3. Juvenile soras began to molt their contour plumage in July. By 
September many of them were in nearly adult plumage. 
l»li. Records of the catch per trap-day averaged by weeks seemed to 
indicate that emigration of the 3ora frcci the research area began about 
the second week of September. September 2? was the latest date that a 
so3ra was captured, although in 1952 the traps were operated until October 
23. August 26 was the latest date that a banded sora waa recaptxxred. 
Ij5. The call of the downy young was a shrill qyteee. The conHnonest 
call of the adulto frcni May to the last of June was the •Shinny", whee-hee-
hee-hee-hee-hee. The courtship call was a plaintive or-ee. The alana note 
was a sharp queep. 
U6. Neither diseased nor malfozmed soras were seen. 
U7» No evidence of predation on young or adults under natural 
conditions was found, although one large juvenile sora was killed in a rail 
trap by raccoons. 
U8. No accidental injuzles or deaths were observed. 
U9. Captive large juvenile soras ate large numbers of crayfish, the 
only kind of ibod offered them. 
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